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The members of the conference were engaged in
the preparation of the report from the time of the
appointment of the members August 11, 1931, to
the date of approval of the report for publication
by the executive committee of the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics on November 14, 1933.
This report supersedes all previous public&ions
of the Committee on this subject. The entire tart
has been thoroughly revised and new sketches have
been inserted to replace obsolete photographs. The
arrangement is alphabetical throughout and not by
subjects, but the complete oross-indexing will, it is
expected, make each term easily found. The defini-
tions have been made as brief and as general as
possible except in the oases where use of the term .
is resticted to a small specialized group. In cases
where uncertainty or ambiguity is lmown to exist,
the complete definition given herein represents the
meaning ascribed to the tarn in the official publi-
cations of the National Advisory Cmnrnittae for
Aeronautics.
This report is published for the purpose of en-
couraging grater uniformity and precision in the
use of terms relating to aeronautics, both in official
documents of the Government and in commercial
publications. Terms in general use in other branches
of engineering have been inoluded only where they
have some special significance in aeronautics, or
form an integral part of its terminology.
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NOMENCLATURE FOR AERONAUTICS
By the NATZONALDVISOEYComcmrEBFOEAERONAUTICS
absolute altitude-See ALTITUDE,ABSOLUTE.
absolute Oeili.ng+ee CEILING,ABSOLUTE.
aooelerometer—An instrument that measures the ac-
celerations of an aircraft in a defined direction.
aorobatios-Evolutions voluntarily performed with an
aircraft other than those required for normal flight.
adjustable propeller+ee PBOPELLm+ADJUSTABLE.
aerodynamic oenter, wing section-A point Iocated on
or near the chord of the mean line approximately
one quarter of the chord length aft of the leading
edge and about which the moment coefficient is
practically constant. (See fig. 2.)
aerodynamics-The branch of dynamics that treats of
the motion of air and other gaseous fluids and of the
forces acting on solids in motion relative to such
fluids.
aerodynamic volume (or air volume)—The total vol-
ume of an aerostat, including its projecting parts.
aerodyne-A generic term for aircraft that derive their
lift in tight chiefly from aerodynamic forces.
aerograph-%rne as METEOBOGRAPH.
aeronaut—The pilot of an aerostat.
aeronautios-The science and art of flight.
aerostat—(a) A generic term for an aircraft whose
support is chiefly due to buoyancy derived from
aerostatic forces. The immersed body consists of
one or more containers filled with a gas that is lighter
than air. (b) A balloon or airship.
aerostatics-The soience that treats of the equilibrium
of gaseous fl+ds and of bodies immersed in them.
aerostation-The art of operating aerostats.
aileron-A hinged or movable portion of an airplane
wing, the primary function of which is to impress a
rolling motion on the airplane. It is usually part of
the trailing edge of a wing. (See fig. 5.)
external aileron-A separate airfoil mounted clear
of the wing surfaces of an airplane but usually
attached to them and deflected for lateral
control.
Frise aileron-An aileron having the nose portion
projecting ahead of the hinge axis, the lower
surface being in line with the lower surface of
the wing. When the trailing edge of the aileron
is raised, the nose portion protrudes below the
lower surface of the wing, inoreaeing the drag.
(See fig. 1.)
aileron+ontinued.
slotted aileron-ki aileron having a nose and axis
arrangement somewhat similar to a I?’riseaileron
but having a smooth air passage between the
nose portion of the aileron and the wing for the
purpose of maintaining a smooth air flow over
the upper surface of the aileron when its trailing
edge is deflected downward. (See fig. 1.)
upper-surface aileron-A split flap forming the
rear upper surface of a wing, deflected for lateral
control.
aileron angle-See ,4NGLE,AILERON.
aileron l@kage arrangements:
differential aileron linkage arrangement-Ailerons
so interconnected that a given movement of tho
control stick results in the upward displacement
of one aileron being greater than the downward
displacement of the other.
floating aileron liqkage arrangement-Ailerons so
linked together and to the control stick as to
“float” freely ’in the air stream except when dis-
placed by the lateral motion of the control stick.
aircraf+Any weigh&carry@ device designed to bo
supported by the air, either by buoyancy or by
dynamic action.
aimraft carrier-A ship designed to carry aircraft and
to permit their landing and tak+off.
air duet—A tube, usually of fab~ic, ‘supplying air for
filling or for maintaining pressure in the air-fled
parts of an aerostat. (See fig. 4.)
airfoil-Any surface, such as an airplane wing, aileron,
or rudder, designed to obtain reaction from the air
through which it moves.,
airfoil proffle-The outline of an airfoil section (fig. 2).
airfoil section-A oross section of an airfoil parallel to
the plane of ‘symmetry or to a speoiiied reference
plane.
airline-The great circle route between two points.
air line-An &ablished system of aerial transporta-
tion, its equipment, or the company owning or oper-
ating it.
airplane-A mechtically driven fixed-wing airoraft,
heavier than air, which is supported by the dynamic
reaction of the air against its wings (fig. 5).
canard airplaneA type of airplane having the
horizontal stabilizing and control surfaoes in
in front of the main supporting surfaces.
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airplan=ontinued.
pusher airplan*An airpkme with the propeller
or propellers aft of the main supporting surfaces.
tailless ,@rplan*An airplane in which the devices
used to obtain stability and control are &
corporate in the wing.
traotor airplane-An airplane with the propeller
or propellers forward of the main supporting
surface%
airpor%A tract of land or water which is adapted for
the landing and take-off of aircraft and which
providw facilities for their shelter, supply, and
repair; a place used regularly for receiving or dis-
charging passengera or cargo by air.
air SCOOPA scoop or hood designed to catch the air
and maintain the air pressure in ballonets, inter-
nal-combustion engimw+ventilati~ etc. (See fig. 3.)
airshiPAn aerostat provided with a propelling sys-
tem and with means of controlling the direction of
motion.
nonrigid airship-An airship whose form is main-
tained by the intarnal pressure in the gas bags
and ballonets @g. 3).
pressure-rigid airshivAn airship combining the
principles used in both rigid and nonrigid air-
ships to maintain shape and akin tautnesa.
rigid airship-An airahip whose form is main-
tained by a rigid structure (fig. 6).
semirigid airshiPAn &-ship whose ahape is
maintained by means.of a rigid or jointed keel
in conjunction with internal pressure in the gas
containers and ballonets (@. 4).
airship shed-See DOOK.
airship station-(1) The completa assembly of sheds,
masts, gas plants, shops, landing fields, and other
equipment required to operate airships and supply
their needs. (2) The base horn which airships are
operated.
air speed—The speed of an aircraft relative to the air.
air-speed head—An instrument which, in combina-
tion with a gage, is used to measure the speed of an
aircraft relative to the air. It usually consists of
a pito~static tube or a pito~venturi tub?.
& VOhllll+O ABRODYNAAUCVOLUME.
airway-An air route along which aids to air naviga-
tion, such as landing fields, beacon lights, radio
direction-finding facilkk, intermediate fields, etc.,
are maintained.
airworthiness-The quality of an aircraft denoting its
fitness and safety for operation in the air under
normal flying conditions.
altigraph-A recording altimeter.
altimeter-An instrument that measures the elevation
of an aircraft above a given datum plane.
altitude:
absolute altitude-The height of an aircraft
above the earth.
altitude-continued.
critical altitnde-The maximum altitude M which
a superchmger can maintain a pressure in the
intake manifold of an engine equal to that
existing during normal operation at rated power
- and speed at sea level.
density altitnde-The altitude corresponding to a
given density in a standard atmosphere.
pressure altitude-(1) The aMitude correspond-
ing to a given pressure in a standard atmos-
phere. (2) The altitude at which the gas bags
of an airship become full.
altitnde mixture oontrol+ee MIX!rmm coN!rnoL,
ALTITUDE. ‘
amphibian-An airplane designed to rise from and
alight on either land or water.
angle:
aileron angleThe angukw displacement-of an
aileron from ita neutral position. It is positive
when the trailing edge of the aileron is below
the neutral position.
blade angle-The acute angle between the chord of
a section of a propeller,or of arotary wing system,
and a plane perpendicular to the axis of rotation,
coning angle-The average angle between the ,
span axis of a blade or wing of a rotary wing
system and a plane perpendicular to the axis of
rotation.
dihedral angle-The acute angle between a line
perpendicular to the plane of symmetry and the
projection of the wing axis on a plane perpen-
dicular to the longitudinal axis of the airplane.
If the wing axis is not approximately a straight
line, the angle is measured from the projection
of a line joining the intersection of the wing axis
with the plane of symmetry and the aerody-
namic center of the half-wing on either side of
the plane of symmetzy. (See fig. 6.)
downwash angle-The angle through which an
air stream is deflected by any lifting surface.
It is measured in a plane parallel to the plane of
~-etry.
drift angle-The horizontal angle between the
longitutial axis of an aircraft and its path
relative to the ground.
effective helix angl~’l%e angle of the helix
described by a particular point on a propeller
blade as the airplane moves forward through
air otherwise undisturbed.
elevator angle-The angular displacement of the
~ elevator from its neutral position. It is posi-
tive when the trailing edge of the elevator is
below the neutral position.
flapping angl*The diilerence between the ccm-
ing angle and the instantaneous angle of the
span axis of a blade of a rotary wing system
relative to the plane perpendicular to the axis
of rotation.
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angle-continued.
flight-path angl*The, angle between the flight
path of the aircraft and the horizontal.
gliding angle-The angle between the flight path
during a glide and a horizontal axis fixed rela-
tive to the air.
landing angle-The acute angle between the wing
chord and the horizontal when the airplane is
resting on level ground in its normal position;
dso called “ground angle.” .
minimum gliding anglfiThe acute angle between
the horizontal and the most nearly horizontal
path along which an airplane can descend
steadily in still air when the propeller is pro-
ducing no thrust.
rudder angle-The acute angle between the rud-
der and the plane of symmetry of the aircraft.
It is positive when the trailing edge has moved
to the left with reference to the normal position
of the pilot.
trim angle-The angle between the horizontal and
the longitudinal base line of a seaplane float or
flying-boat hull. It is positive when the bow
is higher than the stern.
zero-lift angleThe angle of attack of an airfoil
when its lift is zero.
angle of attack-The acute angle between a reference
line in n body and the line of the relative wind
direction projected on a plane containing the refer-
ence line and parallel to the plane of symmetry.
(See *. 9.)
absolute angle of attack-The angle of attack of
rmairfoil, measuredhorn the attitude of zero lift.
critical angle of attack-The angle of attack at
which the flow about an airfoil changes abruptly
as shown by corresponding abrupt changes in
the lift and drag.
effective angle Ofattaok-see M.TGLEOFA!M’ACEFOB
INFINITEASPEC’l!RATIO.
induced angle of attack-The diilerence between
the actual angle of attack and the angle of
attack for inhite aspect ratio of an airfoil for
the same lift coefficient.
angle of attack for inilnite aspect ratio-Tho angle of
attack at which an airfoil produces a given lift
coefficient in a two-dimensional flow. Also cnlled
“effective angle of attack.”
angle of dead rise-The angle with the horizontal
made by a transveme line joining the keel of a hull
with the chine.
angle of heel—The angle between a horizontal plane
and the lw%ral axis of a seaplane on the water.
angle of incidence-same as M?GLmOFmm smnmw.
In British terminology the angle of incidence b
equivalent to the American term “angle of attack.”
angle of pitoh (airoraft)-The acute angle between
two planes defied as follows: One plane includes
the lateral axis of the aircraft and the direction of
the relative wind; the other plane includw the
laiwrrd axis and the longitudinal axis. The angle
is positive when the nose of the aircraft is above
the direction of the relative wind. @ normal
flight the angle of pitch is the angle between the
longitudinal axis and the direction of the relative
wind.)
angle of pitch (propeller)+%rne as ANGLE,BMDE.
angle of roll (or angle of bank)-The angle through
which an aircraft must be rotated about its longi-
tudinal axis in order to bring its law& into the
horizontal plane. The angle is podiive when the
left side is higher than the right.
angle of stabilizer setting-The acute angle between
the longitudinal axis of an airplane and the chord of
the stabilizer. The angle is positive when the lead-
ing edge is higher than the trailing edge. (See fig. 5.)
angle of wing setting-The acute angle between the
plane of the wing chord and the longitudinal axis of
the airplane. The angle is positive when the leading
edge is higher than the trailing edge. (See@. 5.)
angle of yaw—The acute angle between the direction of
the relative wind and the plane of symmetry of an
aircraft. The angle is positive when the aircraft
turns to the right.
antidrag wire-See WIRE(~LM?E), ANTIDRAG.
appendix-The tube, usually located at the bottom of
a balloon, used primarily for inklationand deflation.
In the case of a free balloon it may also serve as an
automatic-discharge opening. The term should be
restricted to the various types of balloons and
should not be applied to airships.
approach light-See uGmr, UPROACH.
area, equivalent flat-plate-The area of a square flat
plate, normal to the direction of motion, which
offers the same amount of resistsme to motion as
the body or combination of bodies under consider-
ation.
area, measurement of (performance calculations):
control-surface area, trailing-The area of a
trailing control surface is the area of the actual
outline projected on the plane of the surface,
except that any portion of the movable surface
lying forward of the hinge axis and within the
fixed surface is included in the fixed surface.
Auxiliary or paddle-@pe balance surfaces
shielded by and lying outside of the iixed sur-
face are not included in the area of either the
tied or the movable surfaces.
horizontal tail area-The horizontal tail area is
measured in the same manner as the wing area,
that is, with no deduction for the area blanketed
by the fuselage, such blanketed area being
bounded within the fuselage by lateral stiaight
lines that cmmect the intersections of the leading
‘and trading edges of the stabilizer with the sides
of the fuselage, the fairings and fillets being
ignored.
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area, measurement of-continued.
vertical tail area-The area of the actual outline of
the rudder and the fin projected in the vertical
plane, the fairinga and fll.letsbeing ignored.
wing area-W~ area is measured from the pro-
jection of the actual outline on the plane of the
chords, without deduction for area blanketed
by fuselage or nacelles. That part of the area,
so determined, which lies within the fuselage or
nacelles is bounded by two lateral lines that
connect the intersections of the leading and
trding edges “with the fuselage or nacelle,
ignoring fairinga and fillets. I?or the purpose
of calculating area,a wing is considered to extend
without interruption through the fudage and
nacelles. Unless otherwise stated, wing area
always refem to total area including ailerons.
area, projected propeller-Projected blade area times
tho number of blades.
area, projected propeller-blade-The projection of
the propeller-blade area on a plane perpendicular to
the axis of rotation of the prcpeller.
area, propeller-Blade area times the number of
blades.
area, propeller-blade-The developed area of the
blade face exclusive of the boss and the root; i.e.,
exclusive of that portion the thrust of which is
negligible in comparison with the total thrust of
the blade.
area, propeller-disk-The total area swept by a
propeller; i.e., the area of a circle having the same
diameter as the propeller.
arresting gear-The gear incorporated in aircraft and
in the landing area to facilitate landing in a Iirnited
space.
artificial horizon-(1) A device that indicates the
attitude of an aircraft with respect to the true
horizon. (2) A substitute for a natural horizon, such
as a liquid level, pendulum, or gyroscope, incor-
porated in a navigating instrument.
aspeot ratio-The ratio of the span to the mean chord
of an airfoil; i.e., the ratio of the square of the
span to the total area of an airfoil.
effective aspeot ratio-The aspect ratio of an air-
foil of elliptical plan form that, for the same lift
coeflicimt, has the same induced+h.g coeffi-
cient as the airfoil, or the combination of air-
foils, in question.
aspect ratio, propeller-blade-The ratio of the tip
radius to the mtium blade width. (Obsolete.)
atmosphere:
altimeter-calibration standard atmosphere-A
standard atmosphere used in calibrating aero-
nautic instruments. The standard now in use
in the TJnited States is completely deiined in
~.A.C.A. Report No. 246.
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atmosphere-continued.
standard atmosphere-An arbitrary atmosphere
used in comparing the performance of aircraft.
The standard atmosphere in use in the United
States at present represents very nearly tho
average conditions found at latitude 40° and is
completely defined in N.A.C.A. Report No. 218.
standard international atmosphere-The atmos-
phere used as an international standard pro- .
sumes for mean sea level and a tempwature of
15° C., a pressureof 1,013.2 millibars, lapse rato
of 6.5° C. per kilometer from sea level to 11
kilometers, and thereafter a constant tempora-
tum of – 56.5° C.
attaok, SRgle of~ee ANGLEOFATPACK.
attitnd+The position of an aircraft as determirmdby
the inclination-of its axes to some frame of reference.
If not otherwise specified, this frame of reference is
fixed to the earth.
attitude of flight-Inclination of the three principal
airplane axes to the relative wind.
autogireA type of rotor plane whose support in the
air is chiefly derived from airfoils rotated about an
approximately vertical axis by aerodynamic forces,
and in which the lift on opposite sides of the plane
of symmetry is equalized by the vertical oscillation
of the blades.
automatic pilot-An automatic control mechanism for
keeping an aircraft in level fight and on a set course.
Sometimes called “gyro pilot,” “mechanical pilot,”
or “robot pilot.”
automatic propeller-See PROPELLDRjAu’ronfrIc.
aviation-The operation of aircraft heavier than air.
aviator-The pilot of an aircraft heavier than air,
axes of an aircraft-Three fixed lines of reference,
usually centroidal and mutually perpendicular,
The horizontal & in the plane of symmetry,
usually parallel to the axis of the propeller, is called
the longitudinal axis; the axis perpendicular to this
in the plane of symmetry is called the normal tij
and the third axis perpendicular to the other two is
called the lateral axis. In mathematical discussions, ,
the tit of these axes, drawn from rear to front, is
called the X axis; the seccmd, drawn downward,
the Z axis; and the third, running from left to right,
the ~ axis. (See page 32.)
axial cone-See corm, ~.
axis, elastio (stress analysis)-The locus of all points
through @ich a force may be applied to a structure
without causing torsional deflection.
axis, wing-The .1OCUSof the aerodynamic centers of
all the wing sections.
backswept-see SWEHPBACK.
balance-A condition of steady flight in which the
resultant force and moment on the airplane are zero.
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balanced surface:
aerodynamic balanced surface-A control surface
that extends on both sides of the axis of the
hinge or pivot or that has auxihry devices or
extensions connected with it in such a manner
a9 to effect a small or zero resultant moment
of the air forces about the hinge W&
statio balanoed surface-A control surface whose
center of mass is in the hinge &s.
ballonet-A gas-tight compartment of variable volurno
constructed of fabric and placed within a balloon or
ahhip. It is usually partly inflated with air to
compensate for changes of volume in the gas con-
tained in the envelope. (See figs. 3 and 4.)
ballonet ceiling-See CEILRW,BALLONET.
balloon-An aerostat without a propelling system.
aaptive balloon-A balloon restrained horn free
flight by means of a cable attaching it to the
earth.
ceiling balloon-A small free balloon, whose rate
of ascent is known, used to determine the ceil-
@.
free balloon-A balloon, usually spherical, whose
nscent and descent may be controlled by releas-
ing ballast or gas and whose direction of flight
is determined by the wind.
kite balloon-An elongated form of captive bal-
loon, fitted with lobes to keep it headed into
the wind; it usually derivw increased lift from
the inclination of its axis b the wind.
pilot balloon-A small balloon sent up to show the
direction and speed of the wind.
sounding baUoon-A small balloon used to send
up a meteorograph.
balloon fabric-see FABRIC,BALLOON.
band:
mooring band-A band of tape or webbing, over
the top of a kite balloon, to which the mooring
ropes ar6 attached. It forms part of the moor-
ing harness.
suspension band-A horizontal fabric band, se-
curely fastened to the envelope of a balloon
or airship, to which are attached the mti
suspension lines of the basket or car, or the
captive cable of a kite balloon.
trajectory band—A band of webbing carried in a
special curve over the surface of the envelope
of an &hip to distribute the stressesdue to
the suspension of the car.
bank-The position of an airplane when its lateral
axis is inclined to the horizontal. A right bank is
the position with the lateral axis inclined downward
to the right.
bank-To incline an airplane laterally; i.e., to rotate
it about its longitudinal axis.
bank (or banking) indicator-See TURN-AND-BANE
INDICATOR.
bar, rudder-See RUDDERBAR.
bask load-See LOAD,BASIC.
basin, towing+ee TANE,SEAPLANE.
basket—The car suspended beneath a balloon for
carrying passengers, ballast, etc. “
basket suspension-See SUSPENSIONBASKET.
beaching gear-b arrangement of wheels to be at-
tached to the hull of a sea#ane to permit handling
ashore.
beaoon—A light, group of lights, or other signaling
device, indicating a location or direction.
airport %eacon—A beacon light of high candle-
power located at or near an airport for the pur-
pose of indicating the general or speciiic location
of the airport.
airway beacon—A beacon light of high candle-
power, other than anairportor landmark beacon,
located on or near an airway for the purpose of
indicating the location of the airway.
auxiliary airport beaoon—A beacon light, usually
of lower candlepower than the main airport
beacon light, located on the airport site to
indicate the specific location of an airport
that has a separate airport beacon visible at a
greater distance to indicate the general location
of the airport.
auxiliary airway beacon—A beacon light, usually
of lower candlepower than the principal airway
beacon lights, used to mark special features of
the terrain along an airway or otherwise to
supplemaut the principal airway beacons.
code beacon—A flashing beacon light hav@ a
recognizable characteristic of dots and/or
dashes by which its individual identi@ can be
established.
landmark beacon—A beacon light, other than an
airport beacon or an airway beacon, that
serves to indicw% a deiinite geographical loca-
tion.
beacon, radio-marker-See RADIO-DmE~E DEVICES.
beacon, radio-rang6-See RADIO-DIRECITVEDEVICES.
beam direction (stress analysis)-The direction paral-
lel to the plane of the spar web and the plane of
symmetry of an airplane (cf. chord, drag, lift, and
side dwedmw).
beam foroe or component (stress analysis)-A force, or
component, in the beam direction; i.e., parallel to
the plane of the spar web and the plane of sym-
metry of an airplane (cf. ”chord, dr~, lifl, and tie
forca).
bearing projector—A iixed directional projector used
in conjunction with a landmark beacon to indicate
the direction toward a landing area by means of the
direction of its beam.
biplane-An airplane with two main supporting sur-
facw placed one.above the other.
blade angl~ee ANGLE,BLADB.
blade baok-The side of a propeller blade that corre-
sponds to the upper surface of an airfoil.
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blade elemen%A portion of a propeller blade con-
tained between the surfaces of two cylinders coaxial
with the propeller cutting the propeller bladea.
blade face-The surface of a propeller blade that cor-
responds to the lower surface of an airfoil. Some-
times called “thrust face” or “driving face.”
blade seotion-A cross section of a propeller blade
made at any point by a plane parallel to the axis of
rotation of the propeller and tangent at the centioid
of the section to an arc drawn with the axis of rota-
tion as its center.
blade-width ratio-The ratio of the chord of a pro-
peller blade section to the diameter of the propeller.
mean blade-width ratio-The ratio of the mean
blade width to the diameter of the propeller.
blast gate (supercharger)-A device for controlling the
pressure in the nozzle box of a turbosupercharger by
discharging into the free atmosphere a portion of
the exhaust gases that would otherwise pass through
the turbine wheel.
blimp-A colloquial term for a nonrigid airahip.
blind flying-%e INSTRUME?WFLYrNG.
blinker light-See rmwr, BLRUCEE.
bliste*A sheet of clear water raised by the motion
of a float or hfl ~d separa~ from the free-water
surface by an air space.
boat, flying+%e FLYINQBOAT.
boom, tail-!% TAILBOOM.
boos%To supply an engine with more air or mixture
than it would normally induct at sea level.
boost control, automatic-An automatic r@tor of
boost pressure.
booster magneto-See UQmrro, BOOSTBR.
boundary laye*A layer of fluid, close to the surface
of a body placed in a moving stream, in which the
impact prexure is reduced as a result of the viscosity
of the fluid.
boundary light-See LImrP,BOUNDM3Y.
bow cap-see CAP,BOW.
bowheavy-The condition in &hich, in normal flight,
the forward end of an airship tends to sink, and
which requires correction by means of the horizontal
controls. It may be due to either aerodynamic or
static conditions, or to both (cf. stemheuvu).
bow-weighing device-An instrument for me=uring
the horizontal and vertical forces between an airship
and its mooring mast (cf. sttm-weighing device).
box girde+ee QmDER,Box.
breathhq-The passage of air into or out of an aero-
stat, due to changing volume.
bridle-(a) A sling of cordage or cable which has ita
ends fied at two different points, to the bight of
which a single line may be attached, either movable
or fixed, thus distributing the pull of the single line
to two points or more in the case of a multiple bridle.
(b) A towing or mooring line having two legs and
intended to reduce yawing when towing or mooring.
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bufFeting-The repeated aerodynamic forces experi-
enced by any part of an aircraft, caused and main-
tained by unsteady flow arising from n disturbance
set up by any other part of the aircraft (cf. flutter).
bump-A sudden acceleration of an aircraft caused by
a region of unstable atmosphere characterized by
marked local vertical components in the air currents.
bumper bag-A cushion secured to the bottom of an
airship to prevent damage when in contact with the
ground. (See figs. 4 and 6.)
buoyanoy :
center of buoyanoy (aerostat)—The center of
gravity of the air displaced by a balloon or air-
ship. It is approximately the center of gmvity
of the contained gas.
center of buoyanoy (seaplane)-The center of
graviti of the fluid displaced.
reserve buoyancy (exoess buoyanoy)-The differ-
ence between the buoyancy of a completely sub-
merged float and the buoyancy of the float when
submerged to the normal-load water line, usu-
ally expressed as a percentage of the normal-
load buoyancy.
bnrble-A term designating the breakdown of the
streamline flow about a body.
oabane-An arrangement of struts used for bracing on
an aircraft.
oable:
uial cable-The axial member sometimes fitted
in a rigid airship. It is attached to the central
fitting of the radial or diametral wires of eaoh
main transverse and to the hull structure at bow
and Sh171.
oontrol cable-The line of wire or stranded cable
leading from the control levers to the control
surfaces or interconnecting the control surfaces
(see fig. 5.)
main mooring oable-’l?he wire cable by which an
airship is hauled in to a mooring mast.
cambe*The rise of the curve of an airfoil section,
usually expressed as the ratio of the departure of the
curve from a straight line joining the extremities of
the curve to the length of this straight line. “Upper
camber” refers to the upper surface; “lower camber”
to the lower surface; and “mean cambar” to the
mean line of the section. Camber is positive when
the departure is upward, and negative when it is
downward. (See fig. 2.)
canard airplan~ee MRPr&mj CM?ARD.
oanopy, paraohnte-The main supporting surface of o
parachute.
oap, bow—(1) A cap of metal or fabrio used to re-
inforce the extreme forward end of a bow stiilener
of a nonrigid or semirigid airship. (See figs. 3 and
4.) (2) The conical or cap-shaped struoture at the
extreme bow of a rigid airship to which the longi-
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tudimd girders are attached and which supporh the
bow mooring spindle. (See fig. 6.)
uapaoity—The volume of the gas cell or cells of an
aerostat.
nomimd gas oapacity-The volume of the gss cell
or cells of an aerostat under certain detite
conditions of pressure and inflation.
sap-strip-A continuous member on the outer edge of
a wing rib.
aaptive balloon-See BMLOON,CMWIVE.
aar-A structure in, or suspended from, the hull or en-
velope of an airship for carrying crew, engineers,
passengers, etc. (See figs. 3 and 4.)
side oar—A car suspended off the center line of an
airship; ilso called “wing car.”
aar, suboloud—An observation car which may be
lowered from an airship to a position below the
clouds.
oard oompass~ee COWASS,CUD.
oatapult-A device by which an airplane can be
launched at flying speed.
oat walk-A narrow footway along the keel of a rigid
airship.
oeili.ng-Height of the lower level of a bank of clouds
above the ground.
aeiling:
absolute oeiling-The maximum height above sea
level at which a given airplane would be able to
maintain horizontal fight under standsrd air
conditions.
ballonet oetig-The ikitude horn which a pres-
sure airship with empty brdlonets can return
to sea level without loss of operating pressure.
servioe oeiling-The height above sea level, under
standard air conditions, at which a given air-
plane is unable to climb faster than a small
specfied rate (100 feet per minute in the United
States and England). This specified rate may
differ in diflerent counties.
statio oeiling-The altitude in standard atmos-
phere, at which an aerostat is in static equilib-
rium after removal of all dischargeable weight.
oeiling balloon-See BM.JmON,cEmn?&
oeiling-height indicato*A device that measures the
height from the horizontal to the illun&ated spot
produced by a ceiling projector ss seen from a fixed
position. .
oeiling proj eotor—A projector that produces an illumin-
ated region on the under side of a cloud for the
purpose of deteruining the height of that part of
the cloud above the indicator.
oell, gas—In an airship, one of the bsgs containing the
aerostatic gas. (See figs. 4 and 6.)
oelhde (or oell)-In an airplane, the entire structure of
the wings and wing trussing of the whole airplane
on one side of the fuselage, or between fuselsges or
nacelles, where there are more than one.
center, aerodynamic-See AERODYNAAIICCENTER,WINQ
SE~ON.
oenter, elastio (stress analysis)-A point within the
wing section at which the application of a single
concentrated load will cause the wing to deflect
without rotation and, convemaly, -a point within
the wing section about which rotation occurs when
the wing is subjected to rotational deflection.
center of buoyanoy-see BuoYANcY, cmrmm oF.
aenter of pressure of an airfoil-The point in the chord
of an airfoil, prolonged if necessary, which is at the 7
intersection of the chord and the line of action of .
the resultant air f ~
t
%
center-of-pressure 1coeffloienf The ratio of the dis-
‘dtance of the center--e ure from the leading edge
to the chord length.
center seotion-The central panel of awing; in the csse
of a continuous wing or any wing having no centrsl
panel, the limits of the center section are arbitrarily
defined by the location of points of attachment to
the cabane struts or fuselsge.
centrifugal-type supercharger-See SUPERCHARGER,
cmT’rRrFuQ~PE.
ohandelle-An abrupt climbing turn to approximately
a stall in which the momentum of the airplane is
used to obtain a higher rate of climb than would be
possible in unaccelerated flight. The purpose of
this maneuver is to gain sltitude at the same time
that the direction of ilght is changed (fig. 8).
chine-The intersection of the bottom with the tides
or deck of a seapkme float.
chord—An arbitary datum line from which the ordi-
nates and angles of an airfoil are messured. It is
usually the straight line tangent to the lower surface
at two points, the stiaight line joining the ends of
the mean line, or the straight line between the lead-
ing and trailing edges. (See figs. 2 and 5.)
ohord, mean aerodynamic-The chord of ,U imsgi-
nary sirfoil which would have force vectors through-
out the flight range identical with those of the
actual wing or wings.
chord, mean, of a wing-The quotient obtained by
dividing the wing area by the span. l
ohord direction (stress analysis)-The direction par-
allel to the intersection of the plane of the internal
“ wing truss with the plane of symmetry of the air-
plane. When a wing hss two intend trusses in
nonpsmdlel planw, the plane bisecting the dihedral
angle between those two planes should be used (cf.
beam, drag, lift, and side dweetti).
ohord force, or oomponent (stress analysis)-A force,
or component, in the chord direction; i.e., pemdlel
to the intersection of the plane of the internal wing
truss with the plane of symmetry of the airplane
(cf. be-urn,drag, lift, and sideform).
chord length-The length of the projection of the air-
foil profile on its chord.
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oockpit—An open space in an airplane for the accom-
modation of pilots or pasaengem. When com-
pletely enclosed, such a space is usually called a
cabin. (See & 5.)
00h1IU.11,COntiOl+e(3 CONTROLCOLUMN.
compam:
card (or card magnetio) compass—A magnetic
compass in which the magnets are attached to
a pmoted card on which the directions are
marked.
earth-inductor (or induction) compass—A com-
pasa the indications of which depend on the
current generated in a coil revolving in the
earth’s magnetic field.
A compass in which the directionsun aompass—
of the sun is utilized instead of the direction of
the magnetic north or south pole. .
compression-ignition engin~ee miGnm, commm-
SION-IGNITION.
compression ratio-The ratio of the,volume of the gas
in an engine cylinder at the begiming of the com-
pression stroke to its volume at the end of the stroke.
cone:
axial cone-(1) The cone-shaped fabric fitting, in
the end of a gas cell of a rigid airship, which pro-
vides rLgas-tight connection of the cell to the
axial cable and yet per@a the cell some degree
of hedom in its movements. (2) A special
form of conical sleeve.
danger oone-A pennant or a hollow cone of light
cloth on the wire cable of a captive balloon to
warn aircraft of its presence.
entra.me cone-That portion of a wind tunnel
horn which the air flows to the experiment
chamber. (See fig. 7.)
exit con%That portion of a wind tunnel into
which the air flows from the experiment cham-
ber. (See fig. 7.)
mooring cone-The grooved conical member at
the extreme bow of an airship which engages
with a hollow cone at the top. of the mooring
mast and provides the coupling between the
airship and the mooring mast. (See fig. 6.)
wind oone-A tapered fabric sleeve pivoted on a
standard to indicate the wind direction.
COllillgfbllgk+%m ANGLE,CONING.
control cable-See CABLE,CONTROL.
oontrol column-A lever having a. rotatable wheel
mounted at its upper end for operating the longi-
tudinal and lateral control surfaces of ~ airplane.
This type of control is called “wheel control.”
control, servo-A control devised to reinforce the
pilot’s effort by an aerodynamic or mechanical relay.
controllability-The quality of an aircraft that deter-
mines the ease of operating its controls amd/or the
effectivenws of displacement of the controls in pro-
ducing change in its attitude in flight.
controllable propeller-S& PROPELLER,CONTRO~LD.
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controls-A general term applied to the means pro-
vided to enable the pilot to control the speed, direc-
tion of flight, attitude, power, etc., of an aircraft.
contiol stick-The vertical lever by means of which
the longitudinal and lateral control surfacea of an
airplane are operated. The elevator is operated by
a fore-and-aft movement of the stick; the ailerons,
by a side-to-side movement. (See fig. 6.)
aontrol surfaoe-A movable airfoil designed to be ro-
tated or otherwise moved by the pilot in order to
change the attitude of the aircraft.
control-surface area, trailing+ee AREA, bmAsmm-
ME?+TOF.
aord, rip-See RIP CORD.
course light-See LIGHT,coumE.
cove-The line of intersection between two surfacea of
a hull, the vertex of the angle of intersection point-
ing inward.
oowling-A removable covering.
oockpit cowling-A metal or plywood cowling
placed around a cockpit.
engine cowling-A removable covering placed
around all or part of an airplane engine.
M,A.C,A. oowling-A cowling enclosing a radial
air-cooled engine, consisting of a hood, or ring,
and a portion of the body behind the engine so
arranged that the cooling air smoothly enters
the hood at the front and leaves through n
smooth annular slot between the body and the
rear of the hood; the whole forming a rela-
tively low-drag body with a passage through u
portion of it for the cooling air.
COWli.Ilg,I@+ee RINGCOWLING.
cradle:
building cradle-A support provided for the
frame of a rigid airship or the keel of a semi-
rigid airship during construction.
docking cradl+A support for the car of an air-
ship while it is being inflated in the shed;
mostly used with rigid airships.
crew, landing (or ground&A detail of men necessary
for the landing and handling of an airship on the
g-round.
C1’itiCdaltitude-See ALTITUDE,CRITIOAL.
critical angle of attaok-see ANGLE OF A’ITAOE,
cRITrcAL.
oross-tid force-The component perpendicular to
the lift aqd to the drag of the total air force on rL
body.
crowsfoot-(1 ) A system of diverging short ropes for
distributing the pull of a single rope. (2) An ar-
rangement in which the strands of a cord are opened
out so that they can be effectively cemented to n
fabric surface.
cyologiro-A type of rotor plane whose support in the
air is normally derived from airfoils mechanically
rotated about an axis perpendicular to the plane of
-em of the aircraft, the angle of attack of the
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airfoils being always less than the angle at which the
airfoils stall.
dead rise-In a cross section of a float or flying-boat
hull, the amount by which the height of the chine
differs from that of the keel.
dead rise, angle of+ee ANGLEOFDEADRISE.
deoalage-The difference between the angular settings
of the wings of rLbiplane or multilane. The deca-
lage is measured by the acute angle between the
chords in rLplane parallel to the plane of symmetry.
The decalage is considered positive if the upper
wing is set at the larger angle. (See & 5.)
deflation sleeve-See SLEEVE,DEFLATION.
densi~ altitud~ee ALTITUDE,DENSITY.
derivatives, resistance-Quantities expressingthe vari-
ation of the forces and momente on aircraft due to
disturbance of steady motion. They form the ex-
perimental basis of the theory of stability, and from
them the periods and damping factors of aircraft
can be calculated. In the general case there are 18
tranhtory and 18 rotary derivatives.
lateral resistance derivatives-Rmistance deriva-
tive expressing the variation of moments and
forces due to small changes in the lateral, yaw-
~“, and rolling velocities.
longitudinal resistance derivatives-Resistance
derivatives expressing the variation of moments
and forces due to small changes in the longi-
tudinal, normal, and pitching velocities.
rotary resistance derivatives-Resistance deriva-
tives expressing the variation of moments and
forces due ta small changea in the rotational
veIocitiea of the aircraft.
translator resistance derivatives-Re&tance de-
rivatives expressing the variation of moments
and forces due to small changes in the translw
tional velocities of the aircraft.
design load-See LOAD,DESIGN.
diaphragm, baUonet-The fabric partition between
the gas and air compartments of the envelope of a
nonrigid or semirigid airship or kite balloon.
differential aileron linkage arrangement-See umioN
LINKAGEIARRANGEMENTS.
dihOdd allg&--%f3 ANGLE,DIHEDRAL.
directional gyro-A gyroscopic instrument for indi-
cating direction, containing a free gyroscope which
holds its position in azimuth and thus indicates
angular deviation from the course.
directional stability-See STADILITY,DIRECTIONfi.
discharge heade*The duct through which the air is
conducted from the supercharger to the engine.
displacement, enginfiThe total volume swept by
the pistons of all the cylinde~ during one complete
stroke of each piston.
displacement, float or huU-The total volume, or total
weight, of water displaced by a seaplane float or
hull.
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dive-A steep descant, with or without p?wer, in
which the air speed is greater than the maximum
speed in horizontal flight.
dive (stress analysis)-A design condition for the
wings reprm~~ a steady state of flight char- .
acterized by high speed and an angle of attack
approximately that of zero lift (cf. invertedjlighi
and @%p, &u&kn).
dock—A large shed used for housing airships.
dook—To haul an airship into its dock.
dope:
airplane dope-The liquid material applied to the
fabric surfaces of airplanes to increase their
strength, to produce tautness by ahrhking, and
to act as a filler for maintaining airtightmss.
fuel dope-Any material added to the fuel in
small quantities for the purpose of preventing
detonation.
downwash-The air deflected perpendicular to the
direction of motion of an airfoil.
downwash angl+ee ANGriE,DOWN-W~H.
drag-The component of the total air force on a body
parallel to the relative wind. (See fig. 9.)
induced drag-That part of the drag induced by
the lift.
parasite drag-That portion of the drag of an
aircraft exclusive of the induced drag of the
pr~%&g—The iMlerence between the total
wing drag and the induced drag.
profile drag, effectiveThe difference between
the total wing drag and the induced drag of a -
wing with the same geometric aspect ratio but
elliptically loaded.
drag direotion (stress analysis)-The direction of the
relative wind (cf. beam, chord, lift, and & direc-
tti).
drag force, or oomponent (stress’ analysis)-A force,
or component, in the drag direction; i.e., parallel to
the relative wind (cf. beam, chord, lift, and side
form).
drag rope-A long rope which can be hung overboard
from a balloon so as to act as a brake and a variable
ballast in making a lading. Sometimes called
“trail rope” or “guide rope.”
drag strut-A fore-and-aft compr~on member of the
internal bracing system of an aircraft. (See fig. 5.)
drift Sl@-+% ANGLE,DRIFT.
drip flap-A strip of fabric attached by one edge to the
envelope of an aerostat so that rain runs off its
free edge instead of dripping into the basket or car.
It also assists in keeping the suspension ropes dry
and nonconducting. Also called “drip band” or
“drip strip.”
dry weight of an engine-See ENGINE,my WEIGHTOF.
dynamic factor (stress analysis)-The ratio between
the load carried by any” part of an aircraft when
accelerating and the corresponding basic load.
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dynamio load-See LOAD,DTN~C.
dynamio pressureThe product X PV, where p is the
density of the air and V is the relative speed o~
the air.
dynamic stabili~-see sTARmr’rY,DYNarrc.
dynamometer, hu&A device built into a propellel
hub for measuring the engine thrust and/or torque.
earth - induotor oompass — See comAss, MTH-
rNDuCToR.
edge, Ieading-See Lmm2Jc+EDGE.
edge, txailing-see TnAILrNGEDGE.
efflcienoy, propeller-See PEoPmnR EFFICIENCY.
efficiency, propulsiv=ee PROPmmVEEFFICIENCY.
elastic center-See cmmmm,ELASTIC.
elevato*A movable &xiliw airfoil, the function of
which is to impress a pitching moment on the air-
craft. It is usually hinged to the stabilizer. (See
figs. 3,4,5, and 6.)
elevator angle-See ANGLD,ELmATOR.
emergency flotation gear-A device attached to .a
Iandplane to provide buoyancy in case of an emer-
gency landing on the water.
empennage-See Tn, ~LANE. ,
engine:
axial-me engine-h engine having its cylinders
equidistant &m and parallel to the main shaft.
l?ovmr is transmitted to the shaft through a
wabble plate, swash plate, or gears.
cam enginfiA type of engine in which the pistons
are reciprocated by means of a cam-and-roller
mechanism.
compression-ignition engine-A @pe of engine in
which the fuel is sprayed into the cylinder and
ignited by the heat of compression of the air
charge.
double-row radial engine-b engine having two
rows of cylinders arranged radially around a
common crankshaft. The corresponding front
and rear cylinders may or may not be in line.
left-hand engineh engine whose propeIler
shaft, to an observer facing the propeller from
the engine end of the shaft, rotates in a counter-
clockwise direction.
right-hand engine-An engine whose propeller
shaft, to an observer facing the propeller from
the engine end of the shaft, rotatea in a clock-
wise direction.
supercharged engine-b engine with a compres-
sor for increasing the air or mixture charge
taken into the cylinder beyond that inducted
normally at the existing atmospheric pressure.
engine, dry weight of an-The weight of ti engine
exclusive of fuel, oil, and liquid coolant.
engine weight per horsepower-The dry weight of m
engine divided by the rated horsepower.
entrance cone-Se8 coNE, mmnANcm
envelope-(1) The outer covering of an aerostat,
usually of fabric. (2) The bag containing the
aerostatic gas of a free balloon, kite balloon, or non-
rigid airship. (See &g. 3.)
equivalent monoplarie-A monoplane wing equivalent
as to its lift and drag properties to any combination
of two or more wings.
exhaust-collector ring-A circular duct into which the
exhaust gases from the cylinders of a radial engine
are discharged.
exit oone-see coNn, EXIT.
experiment (or test) chambefiThe central portion of
a wind tunnel, where aircraft models or other objects
are tested.
fabric:
balloon fabri*The finished material, usually
rubberized, of which balloon or airshipenvelopes
are made.
gas-oell fabric-The fabric used in making gas
cells for rigid -airships.
goldbeaters-skin fabri&A fabric consisting of
a layer of light, iine, strong cloth, usually
cotton, to which one or more layera of gold-
beatars skin have been cemented.
faotor, dynami~ee DYNM&DJFAOTOR.
factor, load+%e LOADFACTOR.
factor of safe~ (stress analysis)-The ratio of the
ultimate load to any applied load. This term
usually refers to the probable minimum factor of
safety, which is the ratio of the ultimate load to
the probable maximum applied load.
ktiring-b auxiliary member or structure whose
primary function is to reduce the drag of the part
to which it is fitted.
feathe*In rotary wing systems, to periodically
increase and decrease the incidence of n blade or
wing by oscillating the blade or wing about its
span axis.
3n-A fixed or adjustable airfoil, attached to an
aircraft approximately parallel to the plane of sym-
metry, to aflord directional stability; for example,
tail ii.n, skid fin, etc. (See figs. 3, 4, and 6.)
in carrier-A frame to which the inboard edge of
the fin of a nonrigid or semirigid airship is attached,
so as to prevent the edge of the h from sinking
into the envelope.
ineness ratio-The ratio of the length to the maxi-
mum diameter of a streamline body, as an airship
hull.
ishtail-A colloquial term describing the motion
made when the tail of an airplane is swung from
side to side to reduce speed in approaching the
ground for a landing.
itting-A generic term for any small part used in
the structure of an airplane or airship. If without
qualification, a metal pmt is usually understood,
It may refer to other parts, such as fabric fittings.
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fixed light-See LIGHT,mxBD.
ilap-A hinged or pivoted airfoil forming the rear
portion of an airfoil, used to vary the effective
camber.
split flap-A hinged plate forming the rear
upper or lower portion of an airfoil. The
lower portion may be deilectsd downward to
give increased lift and drag; the upper portion
may be raised over a portion of the wing for
the purpose of lateral control (cf. uppei-+ur-
face aileron).
flap, drip-See mm mn.
flap, pressure+3ee Prmssmm m.n.
flapping angle-See ANGLm,FLAPPmG.
flare:
parachute flare-A pyrotechnic device attached
to a parachute and designed to illuminate a
large area when released from an aircraft at
an altitude.
signal flare-A pyrotechnic signahg device of
distinctive color and characteristics.
wing-tip flare-A pyrotechnic device attached
to an aircraft for illuminating the ground
while landing.
flat-plate area, equivalent-See n&, EQumnmm
FIAT-PLATE.
flat spin~eO SPIN,FLAT.
flight path—The flight path of the center of gravity of
an aircraft with reference to the earth, or &th
reference to a frame tied relative to the air. (See
fig. 9.)
flight-path angle+%e ANGLE,FLIGH&PATH.
floa&A completely enclosed watertight structure
attached ta an aircraft to give it buoyancy and
stability when in contact with water.
float, inboard stabiUzirq-A stabilizing float
placed relatively close to the main float or hull.
float, outboard (or wing-tip) stabiliz@-A stabi-
lizing float placed relatively far out from the
main float or hull, usually at or very near the
tip of the wing.
float, single-A single central float fitted under a
seaphme and usually requiring two stabilizing
floats to give adequate stabili~ and complete
the float system.
float, stabilizing (or side)-A float used in addition
to a single float or hull and intended to provide
lateral stability while the seaplsne or flying
boat is at rest on the water.
float system-The complete system of permanent
floata, used to give buoyancy and stability to a
seaplane or a flying boat while it is at rat on the
water, and to provide hydrodynamic lift while it is
taking off.
floating aileron linkage arrangement-See fim30N
LwG~ ARRANG~M_.
floodlight, landing—area-A device designed to illum-
inate the surface of a landing area.
floodlight system, landing—area-A complete instal-
lation of floodlighting equipment designed to
illuminate a landing area.
flotation gear-See mrmmmwn FLomrroN GmR.
flow :
laminar flow-A particular type of streamline
flow. The term is usually applied to the flow
of a viscous liquid near solid boundaries, when
the flow is not turbulent.
streamline flow-A fluid flow in which the
streamlines, except those very near a body
and in a narrow wake, do not change with
time.
turbulent flow-Any part of a fluid flow in which
the velocity at a given point varies more or
less rapidly in magnitude snd direction with
time.
flutter-~ oscillation of deiinite period but unstable
character set up in any part of an aircraft by a
momentary disturbance, and maintained by a
combination of the aerodynamic, inertial, and
elsstic charactaristica of the member itself (cf.
.
buffeting).
fly-(1) To operate an aircraft in flight. (2) To ride
as a passenger in an aircraft.
flying boat-A form of seaplane whose main body or
hull provides flotation.
frame, field handling-A portable frame which may
be attached to an airship when it is on the ground
and which is intended to provide a hold for more
men than couId grasp the handling rails of the
Cm. (See fig. 6.)
framing, stern-All framework, aft of the cruciform
girder, necessmy to complete the shape and con-
tour of a rigid aimhip.
free balloon~ee BULOON,FEEE.
free-balloon net-See NET,-E-B-OON.
Ih-iseaileron-See fiDRoN, l?arsm
fUel bypass regulator+%e RDGULATOR,FUBLBYPASS.
fuselagfiThe body, of approximately streamline
form, to which the winga and tail unit of an airplane
are attached. (See iig. 5.)
monocoque faselage-A fuselage construction
which relies on the shength of the skin or shell
to carry either the shear or the load due to
bending moments. Monocoques may be di-
vided into three classea (reinforced shell, semi-
monocoque, and monocoque), and di&rsnt
portions of the same fuselage may belong to
my one of these clssses. The reinforced shell
has the skin reinforced by a complete frame-
work of structural members. The semimono-
coque has the skin reinforced by Iongerons
and vertical bulkheads, but has no diagonal
web membem. The monocoque has as ita only
reinforcement vertical bulkheads formed of
structural membem.
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gap-The distance separating two adjacent wings of
a multilane. (See fig. 5.)
gas—To replenish a balloon with fresh gas, in order to
increase the puri~, or to make up for a loss of gas.
gas-cell fabric-See F=MC, GAS-CELL.
gas-oell net-See mm, G&cEm.
gassing factor-The quantity of aerostatic gas re-
quired to maintain an aerostat for one year. It is
ordinarily expressed as a percentage of the gas
volume.
geared propeller+% PEOPELmm,GE&RED.
geometrical pitch of a propeller-See PITcEIoF A PRo-
PELLER,GEO~TRICAL.
get-away speed-See SPEED,GET-AWAY.
girder:
box girder-Any built-up girder .of rectanguku
section. Frequently used for the rectangular
longitudinal members in the keel of a rigid
airship from which the fuel tanks and gas cells
are suspended.
cruciform girder-The structure, cons&ing of
vertical and horizontal transverse girdem,
fitted at the stern of a rigid airship for the pur-
pose of supporting the inboard ends of the
sternposts of the iins or of the rudder posts.
walkway girder-A girder supporting a walkway
along the keel or oth& part of a rigid or semi-
rigid SirShip.
gland-A short tube fitted to an envelope or gas bag
so that a rope or-line may slip through it without
leakage of gas or air. (See fig. 4.)
glid&To descend at a normal angle of attack with
little or no thrust.
glide landing-See LM.CDING,LIDE.
glider-h aircraft heavier than air, similar to an air-
plane but without a power plant.
primary-type glider-A ruggedly built glider
designed for use in elementary trtig of
student glider pilots.
secondary-type glider-A glider designed to ave
better aerodynamic performance than the pri-
mary type, but rugged enough for the use of
pfiOtSwith limited e.
performance-type glider-A glider having a high
degree of aerodynamic refinement and low
minimum sinking speed.
gliding angle-% ANGLE,GLIDING.
goldbeaters-skin fabric-See FDmc, GOLDBEATERS-
SXIN.
ground angle-%me as ~mc+ MGuz.
ground gear-The gear, or equipment, necessary for the
landing and handling of an airship on the ground.
ground loop-An uncontrollable violent turn of an
airplane while taxyhg, or during the landing or
take-off run.
ground speed-See SPEED,GRourm.
gtdde rope-See DRAGROPE.
g~O, direCtiOnd+%e DIRECTIONALQYRO.
gyro horizon-A gyroscopic instrument that indicates
the lateral and longitudinal attitude of the airplane
by simulating the natural horizon.
gyrO pilOt+%e AUTO~TIC PILOT.
gyroplane-A type of rotor plane whose support in the
air is chiefly derived horn airfoils rotated about an
approximately vertical axis by aerodynamic forces,
and in which the lift on opposite sides of the plane
of symmetry is equalized by rotation of the blades
about the blades’ axes.
hang-A shelter for housing airplanes.
head, air-speed-See Am-SPmDDHEAD.
heaviness, nose-See NOSEHEAVY.
heaviness, stern-See smzrmmmvy.
heaviness, tail+%e T~vY.
heaviness, wing-See WINGHEAVY.
height, pressure-The altitude at which the gas cells
of a rigid airship or the gas bag of a nonrigid airship
are completdy full of gas.
helicopte*A type of rotor plane whose support in
the air is normally derived from airfoils mechanically
rotated about an approximately vertical axis.
honeycomb—A grid of intersecting surfaces used to
check lateral disturbances in a fluid stream. (%3
fig. 7.)
hood: .
gas-shaft hood—A hood, or cowl, located on tho
outer cover of a riggd airship at the outer end
of a gas shaft.
maneuvering-valve hood—A hood, or cow1,locuted
on the outer cover of a rigid airship just over a
maneuvering valve. It is usually made of
light wood or fabric and is faced to facilitate
the escape of gas.
valve hood—The appliance, having the form of a
hood or parasol, which protects the valve of an
airship -or balloon against rain; rho called
“valve cover” or C’bonnet.” (Smfig. 4.)
hood, N.A.C,A.—The ring portion of an N.A.C.A.
cowling.
hook, arresting-A hook attached to an airplane
which engages the arrestinggear in landing.
horizon, artiflcial+3ee -’rmrcra HORIZON.
horn-A short lever attached to a control surface of an
aircraft, to which the operating wire or rod is con-
nected. (See fig. 5.)
horsepower of an engine, rated—The average horse-
power developed by a given type of engine at the
rated speed when operating at full throttle, or at a
spectied altitude or manifold pressure.
hub dynamometer-See DYNAMOMETER,mB.
hull :
airship hull-The main structure of a rigid air-
ship, consisting of a covered elongated frame-
work which incloses the gas cells and supports
the cars and other equipment.
seaplane EnU-That portion of a flying boat which
furnishes buoyancy when in contact with the
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sur[ace of the water. It contains amommoda-
tions for the crew and passengers, usually com-
bining the functions of both float and fuselage.
hump speed—%e RPEED,HUMP.
hydrofoil (or hydrovane)-Any surface designed b
obtain reaction from the water through which it
move9.
hydroplane-See PLANE.
identifloation light-See LIGHT,IDENTIFICATION.
Immelman turn, normal-A maneuver made by com-
pleting the first half of a normal loop; from the
inverted position at the top of the loop, half-rolling
the airplane h the level position, thus obtaining a
lSOO change in direction simultaneously with a
gain in altitude. (See fig. 8.)
impact pressur&The pressure acting at the forward
stagnation point of a body, such as a pitot tube,
placed in an air current. Impact pressure may be
measured from an arbitrary datum pressure.
inoidence, Sngle Of~ee ANGLnOFWING8ETPING.
inclinometer-An instrument that measures the atti-
tude of an aircraft with respect to the horizontal.
induoed drag~ee DRAG,INDUCED.
induotion Compass+ee COMPASS,E.&BTH-INDUmOR.
induotion system, rotary-A carburetor induction
system used on radi~ engines, in which a rotary fan
assistsin distributing the fuel charge to the cylinders.
infiation net-See NET,INFLATION.
itiatiOn Sh3eV+e SLEEVE,INFLATION. ‘
inilow-The flow of air into a propeller.
instability, spirrd-A type of instability, inherent in
certain airplanes, which becomes evident when the
airplane assumesi%ogreat a bank and sidedips; the
bank continues to increase and the radius of the
turn to decrease.
instrument flyiig-The art of controlling an aircraft
solely by the use of instruments; sometimes called
“blind flying.” ‘ ‘
intake header-A short duct extending from outside
the engine cowling to the supercharger intake.
interceptor—A lateral-control device consisting of a
small plate placed just baok of a wing slot to spoil
the tiect of the slot at high angles of attack. (See
fig 1.) (cf. qwi.ler.)
interference-The aerodynamic influence of two or
mom bodies on one another.
inverted flight (stress analysis)-A loading condition
for the wings simulating the conditions of flying up-
side down and of commencing a dive (cf. dwe (stress
analysh).)
jaokstay—A longitu&al rigging provided to maintain
the correct distance between various parts in the
fittings of an aerostat.
keel, airship-The assembly of members at the bob
tom of the hull of a semirigid or rigid airship, which
provides special strength to resist hogging and sag-
ging and also serves to distribub the eifect of con-
centrated lends along the hull. (See fig. 4.)
4070~o
kite balloon-See BALLOON,KITE.
laminar flow-!%e FLow, hym.m.
landing-Tho act of terminating fight in which the
aircraft is made to descend, lose flying speed, estab-
lish contact with the ground, and iinally come to
red.
glide landing-A landing in which a steady glide
is maintained to the landing surface without the
usual leveling-off before contact.
level landing (stress analysis)-A loading condi-
tion for the fuselage and landing gear, repre-
sen~~ a two-point landing with the fuselage
horizontal.
normal (or three-point) landing-A landing in
which n path tangential to the landiug surface
and the loss in flying speed are attained at ap-
proximately the instant of contact.
panoake landing-A landing in which the leveling-
off process is carried out several feet above the
ground, as rLresult of which the airplane settles
rapidly on a steep flight path in a normal
attitude.
three-point landing (stress analysis)-A loading
condition for the fuselage and landing gear,
representing landing with the wheels and tail
‘ skid touching the ground simultaneously (cf.
levellanding).
kldillg &n@+%e ANQLE,LANDING.
landing area, effeotiv&That portion of the landing
area, with approaches clear within the allowable
safe climbing and gliding angle, available for the
take-off and landing of aircraft.
landing-direction light-See LIGHT, LANDING-D~C-
TION.
landing field-Any area of land designed for the take-
off and landing of aircraft. It may or may not be
part of an airport.
landing gear-The understructme which supports the
weight of an aircraft when in contact with the land
or water and which usually contains a mechanism
for reducing the shock of landiwg. Also called
“undercarriage.” (See tig. 5.)
retractable landing gear-A type of landing gear
which may be withdrawn into the body or
wings of an airplahe while it is in flight, in order
to reduce the parasite drag.
landing light-See LIGHT,LANDI??G.
landing strip-A narrow and comparatively long area
forming part of a, landplane airport or of an inter-
mediate or auxiliary field, which is stitable for. the
landing and take-off of airplanes under ordinary
weather conditions.
landplan%An airplane designed to rise from and
alight on the land.
lateral axis-see -s OFANAIRPLANE.
leading edge-The foremost edge of an airfoil or pro-
peller blade.
length, chord—See CHORDLENGTH. .
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level Ianding+ee r.JANDmG,LnvEL.
level-off-To make the flight path of an airplane
horizontal after a climb, glide, or dive.
lift :
aerostatic lift-The d.iilerencebetween the weight
of a volume of air and of an equal volume of a
gas lighter than air under given conditions.
dynamio lift-The component of the total aero-
dynamic force on a body perpendicular to the
relative wind. (See fig. 9.)
gross lift (aerostat)-The buoyancy under stand-
ard conditions of density, purity, and fullness.
useful lift (aerostat)-The lift available for carry-
ing p=eng-, fuel, oil, supplie9, cargo, etc.
It is the dilhrence between the gross lift and the
fixed weight of an aerostat.
lift direotion (stress analysis)-The direction in the
plane of symmetry perpendicular to the relative
wind (cf. hxzm, chord, drug, and & directions).
lift/drag ratio-The ratio of the lift to the drag of any
body.
lift foroe, or oomponent (stress analysis)-A force, or
component, in the lift direction (cf. beam,chord,03w,
and tiforca).
light :
anohor light-A light, or group of clear lights
carried on an aircraft to indicate its position at
night while at anchor.
approach light-A light, usually green, designed
to indicate a favorable direction of approach for
landing an aircraft.
blinker light-A flashing light giving more than
20 flashes per minute.
boundary Iight-Any one of the Iig%tsdesigned to
indicate the Iimiti of the landing area of an air-
port or landing field.
ceiling light-Same as cErLINGPEoJEcxroR.
oourse light-A light projectad along the course
of an airway so as to be visible chiefly from
points on or nem the airway.
llxed ligh+A light which is constant in lumi-
nous inkmsity with respect to both time and
direction.
flashing light-A light which is intermittit as
viewed from a single direction.
identification light-A group of lights, clear and
colored, caxried on the reax part of an airplane
for identification at night.
landing-direotion light-A light designed to indi-
cate, either by itself or in conjunction with
other lights, the direction in which ladings
are to be made.
landing light-A tight Ctied by an aircraft to
illuminate the ground wbiIe landing.
navigation light-Same as Posr!rroNmGHT.
obstruction light-A red light designed to indicate
the position and height of an object hazardous
to the operation of aircraft.
light-continued.
position light-Any one of a group of lights-red,
green, and clear-used aboard an aircraft to in-
dicate its position and direction of motion.
line:
oonkol line-one of the lines leading from the
control car or compartment to the various part9
of an airship and operating (either through
mechanisms or directly) the ruddem, valves,
etc., which control the speed, altitude, eto., of
the airah.ip.
handling line (aerostat)-A line attached to the
side of an airship or balloon for use by the
ground crew in handling the aerostat. (See
fig. 3.)
handling line (airplane)-Two lines of steel strand
attached to the upper wings of a seaplane for
steadying it when hauled out of the water
aboard ship.
main mooring line-The line dropped from the
bow of an airship to be coupled to the main
mooring-mast line.
main mooring-mast line-A line leading from the
main winch of a mooring mast through the
mooring attachment at the top of the mad for
the purpose of attaching the main mooring line
of an airship.
mast yaw line-One of the two lines leading from
the winches at the base of the mooring mast
through snatch blqcks and carried to the lee-
ward of the mast 60° from the wind direction.
The airship’s yaw lines are coupled to these
lines. The snatch block are iixed to anchor-
ages selected so that the joined lines tend to
keep the bow of the airship into the wind and
prevent its overriding the mast. These lima
me sometimes called “mast yaw guys” or
“mast bow-steadying lines.” (The main moor-
ing line and the yaw guys, when taut, eatabliqh
a fixed point in space.)
mooring line-A line attached near the bow of an
aircraft for securing it to the ground, buoy~
anchor, or to a mooring mast.
sandbag lirie-A rope extending along the line of
suspension ropes or bridles of a kite balloon to
which are hooked the sandbags used in mooring
the balloon. The purpose is to prevent wear on
- the suspension cordage.
shroud line-The suspension cords of a parachute
which attach the harneea to the canopy.
suspension line-A line attached to the hull or
envelope of an tip for supporting an fLp-
pendagej such as a car or fin.
yaw line-A line dropped from the bow of an air-
ship, when mooring to the mast, to be coupled
to the mast yaw line and act as a steadfig
line to prevent yawing and overriding the maat.
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load:
basio load (stress analysis)-The load on a stmw-
tumd member or part in any condition of static
equilibrium of an airplane. When a specific
basic load is meant, the particular condition of
equilibrium must be indicated in the context.
design load (stress analysis)-A speciiied load
below which a structural member or part should
not fail. It is the probable maximum applied
load multiplied by the factor of sifety. Also, in
many cases, an appropriate basic load multi-
plied by a design load factor.
full load—Weight empty plus useful load; also
called gross weight.
normal load (stiess analysia)-The load on that
part of a wing assumed to be unaffected by tip
10ss09 or similar corrections. In any given
case, it may be a basic, design, gross, net, or
ultimate load, depending on the context.
pay load—That part of the useful load horn which
revenue is derived, viz, passengers and freight.
ultimate load (stress analysis)-The load that
causes destructive failure in a member during a
strength teat, or the load that, according to
computations, should cause destructive failure
in the member.
useful load—The crew and pawengem, oil and
fuel, ballast other than emergency, ordnance,
and portable equipment.
load faotor (stress analysis)-The ratio of two loads
(the second being a basic load) that have the same
relative distribution. The first load may be the
load applied during some special rnaneuvar, the max-
imum probable load on the airplane or part, the
design load, or the ultimate load. Whenever a load
factor is mentioned, the context should indicate
clearly what load is being compared with the basic
load. If the context does not so indicate, the load
factor is usually the ratio of the design load to the
weight of the airplane.
loading:
,
power loading-The gross weight of an airplane
divided by the rated horsepower of the engine
computed for air of standard density, unless
otherwise stated.
span loading-The ratio of the weight of an ak-
plane to its equivalent monoplane span.
unsymmetrical loading (stress analysis)-k de-
sign loading condition for the wings and con-
necting members, representing the conditions
as in a roll.
wing loading-The gross weight of au airplane
divided by the wing area,
longeron—A principal longitudinal member of the
framing of an airplane fu9elage or nacelle, usually
continuous across a number of points of support.
(See fig. 5.)
longitudinal:
intermediate longitudinal-A light longitudinal
girder between main longitudinal of a rigid
airship; primarily intended for support of th
outer cover.
main longitudinal-A main longitudimd strength
member of a rigid airship, which connects the
various transverse frames. (See &g. 6:)
loop-A maneuver executed in such a manner that the
airplane follows a closed curve approximately in a
vertical plane.
inverted normal loop-A loop starting from in-
VCI’tOdflight and pSSSillgSUCC&WiVOlythrough
a dive, normal flight, climb, and back to in-
verted ilight’.
inverted outside loop-An outside loop starting
from inverted flight and passing successively
through a climb, normal flight, dive, and back
to inverbd flight.
normal loop-A loop starting from nommd flight
and pSSSiIlgSUCCOSSiiVdythrough a climb, inv-
erted flight, dive, and back to normal flight.
(See fig. 8.)
outside loop-A. loop starting from normal flight
and passing successively through a dive, in-
verted flight, climb, and back to normal flight,
the pilot being on the outside of the fight path.
loop, gronnd-see GROUNDLOOP.
loop, radio-A specilied number of turns of wire located
in the wings or wound around the fuselage of an
airplane. Small portable loops on a rectangular
frame are also used.
loop, safety-A loop formed in a rip cord of an aero.
stat and attached to a securing patch by a breakable
cord or a spring clip.
loop, sandbag-A system of cordage loops on the en-
velope of a balloon for suspending sandbags.
magneto, boostefiAn auxiliary magneto used for
starting.
maneuver-(a) To operate an aircraft in a ekilh%l
mmmer, so as to cause it to perform evolutions out
of the ordinary. (b) To perform tactical or acro-
batic evolutions with aircraft.
maneuverabili~-That quality in an aircraft which
determines the rate at which its attitude and direc-
tion of fEght can be changed.
maneuvering valve-See v-mvm, Mnnmmmurm.
mtiole, appendix-A short appendix of large diam-
eter used for access to the interior of the envelope
of an aerostat.
manometer pressure (aerostat)-see Pmssrnmj m-
NOMIYl?EUZ.
margin of safety (stress analysis)-The di.ilerencebe-
tween the ultimate load and any applied load.
marker, bonndary-A painted cone, solid circle, disk,
or other device used to mark the boundary of the
available landing area on m airport or landing field.
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marker, oircle-A circular band marking the approxi-
mate center of the landing area or the intersection of
the principal landing strips on an airport or landing
field.
mast, mooring-See MoomG UT.
mast, radio-See uDro UT.
mean line (of an airfoil profile)-An intermediate
line between the upper and lower contours of the
profile. (S8s fig. 2.)
mechanical pfiot-%ee AUTOUTICPILOT.
meteorograph-A recording instrument for obtaining
meteorological information above the earth’s surface.
It contains elements to record temperature, pre+
sure, and humidity. (Also called aerograph.)
misture control, altitude-A device on the carburetor
for regulating the weight proportions of air and fuel
supplied to the engine at different altitudes.
moment, t~g-see mummm MommT.
mOnOCOqIlefUSelSg~CO F’USEtiGE,AfONOCOQIJEl
monoplan+An airplanewith but one main supporting
surface, sometimes divided into two parts by the
luselage.
high-wing monoplane-A monoplane in which tbc
wing is located at or near, the top of the fuselage.
low-wing monoplane-A monoplane in which the
wing is located at, or near, the bottom of the
fuselage.
midwing monoplane-A monoplane in which the
wing is located approximately midway betwean
the top and bottom of the fuselage.
parasol monoplane-A monoplane in which the
wing is above-the fuselage.
monoplane, equivalent-See EQurv.umm ~ONOPLANE.
mooring band-See Bmm, MooRmG.
mooring cone-See corm, MoomG.
mOOtig-OOne OUtI’iggeF+ee OIJTmGGER,~OOBING-
CONE.
mooring drag-Same as mm DUG.
mooring harness-A system of webbing bands, fitted
over the top of a balloon, to which the mooring ropes
are attached; usually found only on kite or observa-
tion balloons.
mooring mast-A mast or tower at the top of which
there is a fitting to which tbo bow of an airship may
be secured.
mnUiplanO-An airplane with two or more main sup-
porting surfaces placed one above another.
net—continued.
calls in transmitting the gas forco to a wire net-
ting of coarser mesh and to the longitudimds
both being fitted between the longitudirmh
It maybe compared to the net of a free balloon.
Sometimes called “gas-cell netting” or “cord
netting.” (See fig. 6.)
i.nilationnet—A rectangular not of cordage, used
to restrain the envelope of n kite balloon or
nonrigid airship during inflation. Also applied
to a free-balloon net designed to be removed
after inflation.
net weigh%oe WEIGHT,mm.
nonrigid airship-See mumrP; NO.NRIGID.
nose-down-To depress the nose of anairplane in flight.
noseheavy-The condition of an airplane in which the
nose tends to sink when the longitudinal control is
released in any given attitude of normal flight (cf.
tailh4aoy).
nose-over-A colloquial expression referring to the
accidental turning over of an airplane on its nose
when landing.
nose-upTo elevate the nose of an airplane in flight.
Number, Reynolds-See REYNOLDSNUMBER.
obstruction light-See LIGHT,OBSTMJCrION.
o.ctant-A variation of tho aircraft sextant whfch meas-
ures anglea up to 900. Its artificial horizon is
usually the bubble type.
oleo gear-A type of oil-damping device that dependa
on the flow of oil through an orifice for ita shoclc-
absorbing effect in a landing gear.
ornithopte*A form of airoraft heavier than air, de-
riving its chief support and propelling force from
flapping wings.
oscillation:
phugoid oscillation-A long-period oscillation
characteristic of the disturbed longitudinal mo-
tion -of an aircraft.
stable oscillation-An oscillation whose amplitude
does not incrmse.
unstable oscillation-An oscillation whose ampli-
tude increases continuously until an attitude is
reached from which there is no tendency to re-
turn toward the original attitude, the motion
becoming a steady divergence.
mtrigger, mooring-oone-Tho member, usually tubu-
1 lar, which supports the mooring oone at the bow ofnacell~h enclosed shelter for personnel or for a
power plant. A nacelle is usually shorter than a an airship; sometimes referred to as the “mooring
fuselage, and does not carrv the tail unit. spindle.” (See fig. 6.)
-.
“
navigation light-See Momr, NAVIGATION.
net:
free-balloon net-A rigging made of ropes and
twine shaped to fit the upper surkca of the
envelope, which supporlk the weight of the
basket, eto., and distributes the load over the
entire upper surface of the envelope. s
gas-cell net (rigid airship)-A small-mesh netting
of cord; intended to assist the fabric of the gas
over-all length-The distance from the extreme front
to the extreme rear of an aircraft, including the
propeller and the tail unit.
overhang-(1) One half the ditlkrence in span of any
two main supporting surfacea of an airplane. The
overhang is positive when the upper of the two
main supporting surfaces has the larger span. (See
fig. 5.) (2) The distance from the outer strut at-
tachment to the tip of a wing.
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overshoot—To fly beyotid a designated mark or area,
such as rLlanding field, whib attempting to land on
the mark or within the area.
pancake landing-See LANDING, P.wcAKm
panel (aerostat)-(1) The unit piece of fabric of which
the envelope or outer cover of an aerostat is made.
(2) In rigid airships, the area bounded by two con-
secutive longitudinal and two consecutive trans-
versc9.
panel (airplane)-A portion of an airplane wing con-
structed separately from the rest of the -C to
which it is attached.
panel, rip-A strip of fabric, inserted or fitted in the
uppw part of the envelope of &balloon or semirigid
or nonrigid airahip,which is torn or ripped open when
immediate deflation is desired. (See fig. 3.)
parachute—An umbrella-like device used to retard
the descent of a falling body by offering resistance
to its motion through the air.
pilot paraohute-A small auxilimy parachute
attached to the apex of the main parachute,
designed to pull the latter out of its pack when
the rip cord is pulled.
paraohute flare-See FLARE,P.&nAcHuTm
parachute harness-A combination of straps, buckles,
and fastenings used to attach a parachute to the
wearer.
parachute paok—A parachute and its container.
parachute rigger-A person who packs, repairs, and
inspects parachutes.
parasite drag-See r.mw, PARASITE.
parasol monoplane-See ~ONOPLANE,P&MOL.
patch—A strengthened or reinforced flap of fabric of
special shape and construction cemented to the
euvelope or gaa cell of an aerostat. It usually
forms an anchorage by which some portion of the
structura may be ‘attached to the envelope, or by
which the positioning lines controlling the gas cell
may be tittached to the cell.
channel patch-A channel-shaped fabric fitting
secured to the envelope of an aerostat to allow a
rod or spar to be laced to the envelope.
tiger patch—A special form of patch having
“fingers” extending from the central portion to
distribute the load more widely to the fabric of
an envelope or gas cell.
suspension patch—A patch, secured to the envel-
opo or to a gas cell of an aerostat, to which a
suspension lino may be attached.
path, flight-See FLIGHTPATH.
pay load-See LOAD,PAY.
pendant, sighting-A vertical wire on the center line
and forward of the control car of, an airship, used as
a guide in steering and to assist in determining the
direction of the wind.
permeability-The measure of the rate of d.iflusionof a
gas per unit area of any materiid used in the con-
struction of a gas container.
pilot-One who operatas the controls of an aircraft in
flight.
pilot, automatic-See .4mrommrc pmoT.
pilot balloon-See BALLOON, PrLOT.
pilot paraohute-see PARACHWPE,PILOT.
pilot plane-An auxiliary airfoil pivotad near the
leading edge of a main airfoil and free to take up a
position in line with the wind.
pitoh—An angular displacement about an axis parallel
to the lateral axis of an aircraft.
pitoh, angle of-see ANGLEOFPITCH.
pitching-Angular motion about thelataral axis(&g.12).
pitch (or pitching) indicator-An instrument for
indicating the existence and approximate magnitude
of the angular velocity about the lateral ti of an
aircraft.
pitoh of a propeller:
effective pitch—The distance an aircraft advances
along its flight path for one revolution of the
propeller.
geometrical pitch—The distance an element of a
propelIer would advance in one revolution if it
were moving along a helix having an angle equal
to its blade angle.
zero-thrust pitch—The distance a propeller would
have to advance in one revolution to give no
thrust. Also called “experimental mean pitch.”
pitoh ratio (propeller)-The ratio of the pitch to the -
diameter.
pitot-static tubfiA parallel or coaxial combination of
a pitd and a static tube. The diilerence between
the impact pressure and the static pressure is a func-
tion of the velocity of flow past the tube.
pitot tube-A cylindrical tube with an open end pointed
upstream, used in measuring impact prwsnre.
pitot-venturi tube-A combination of a pitot and a
venturi tube.
plane (or hydroplane)-To move through the water
at such a speed that the support derived is due to
hydrodynamic and aerodynamic rather than to
hydrostatic forces.
plan form, developed—The plan of an airfoil as drawn
with the chord lines at each section rotated about
the airfoil axis into a plane parallel to the plane-of
projection and with the airfoil axis rotated or devel-
oped and projected into tho plane of projection.
plan form, projected—The contour as viewed from
above.
platform, observation-A small deck fitted on the top
of an airship for a lookout and defense or for mak-
ing observations used in navigating the airship.
plowing-Ta..g a seaplane at low speed before rising
on the step.
pontoon — Obsolete as applied to aircraft. (See
PLOAT.)
porpoising-An undulatory movement of a seaplane
consisting of a combination of a vertical oscillation
and an oscillation about its transveme axis, which
occurs at cer_tainstages of planing.
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position light-See LIGHT,PosrrroN.
power loading+ee LommG, PovvnE.
pressure, altitude43ee ALTITuDlil,PREssum.
pressure, dymamio-see rmmmo Pmwmrm.
pressure, impao=ee rwmr PEEssurfm
pressure, manometer (aerostat)-The excess pressure
inside the envelope of an aerostat over the atmos-
pheric pressure at a standard reference point. The
point of reference for the excess pressure is usually
the bottom of the envelope or gas cell on airships
and the level of the basket on kite balloons.
pressure flap-A flap valve fitted in the outer cover
or envelope of a rigid airship and arranged to per-
mit the rapid flow of air in and out-particularly
inward. The purpose is to facilitate the rapid equal-
ization of the pressure of the air in the envelope
with that of the surrounding air.
pressure height-See HEIGHT,PRESSUEm
primary struoture (stress analysis)-The main &nm-
work, including fittings and attachments. Any
structural member, the failure of which would seri-
ously impair the safety of the airplane, is a part
of the primary structure.
prOtie ihg-%e DRAG,PROFILE.
proffle thiokness-The maximum distance between
the upper and lower contours bf an airfoil, measured
perpendicularly to the mean line of the proille.
(See *. 2.)
projeoted propeller-blade area-See ~, PEOJECWED
PROPELLER-BIADE.
projeotor—A device for projecting a beam of light, aa
a searchlight projector.
projeotor, bearing-See Bmmn?G PROJEmOR.
projeotor, oeiling+%e c~G PRomcroR.
projector, trafflo-oontrol-see ~C-CON’IROL PEO-
JE~OR.
propeller-Any device for propelling a craft through
a fluid, such as water or air; especially a device
having blades which, when mounted on a power-
driven shaft, produca a thrust by their aotion on
the fluid.
adjustable propeIler-A propeller whose blades
are so attached to the hub that the pitch may
be changed while the propeller is at rest.
automatic.propeller-A propeller whose blades me
attached to a mechanism that automatically sets
them at their optimum pitch for various flight
conditions.
controllable propelle*A propeller whose blades
me so mounted that the pitch may be changed
while the propeller is rotating.
geared propeUer-A propeller driven through
gearing, generally at some speed other than the
engine apeed.
pusher propeller-A propeller mounted on the
rear end of the engine or propeller shaft.
traotor propeIleA propaller mounted on the
forward end of the engine or propeller shaft.
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propeller area-See au, PRoPrmLmz.
propeller-blade area+ee AREA,PROPnLLEE-BLADE.
propeller-disk =ea+ee AFUIA, PROPELLER-DISK.
propeller efflcienoy-The ratio of the thrust power to
the input power of a propeller.
propeller radius-See TrpRADms.
propeller rake-The mean angle which the line join-
ing the centroids of the motions of a propeller blade
makes with a plane perpendicular to the axis.
propeller root—That part of the propeller blade near
the hub. (See fig. 5.)
propeller thrust-The component of the total air force
on the propeller which is parallel to the direction
of advance.
propeller thrust, effective-The net driving force de-
veloped by a propeller when mounted on an airoraft,
i.e., the actual thrust exerted by the propeller, as
mounted on an airplane, minus any increase in the
resistwmceof the airplane due to the action of the
propeller.
propeller thrust, statio-The thrust developed by a
propeller when rotating without translation.
propeller tipping-A protective covering of the blade
of a propeller near the tip. (See fig. 6.)
propulsive effloienoy-The ratio of the product of the
effective thrust and flight speed to the actual power
input into the propeller as mounted on the airplane.
puU-ou*The maneuver of transition from a dive to
horizontal flight.
pull-up-A maneuver, in the vertical plane, in which
the airplaneis forced into a short climb, usually from
approximately level flight. (cf. zoom).
sudden pull-up (or sudden pull-out) (stress
analysis)-A loading condition for the tail sur-
faces resulting from a sudden application of
up-elevator (cf. dim).
purity (of gas)-The ratio of the partial pressure of
the aerostatic gas in the container to the total
pressure of all the contained gasm.
push-down-The opposite of pull-up.
pusher airplane-%e DPmma, PusrrER.
pusher propelle+e PEOPmLLDR,PUSHER.
radial engin+ mimmn, RADIAL.
radio-direotive devioes:
landing beam—A beam projected from the field
to indicate to the pilot his height above the
ground and the position of the airplane on the
proper path for a glide landing.
radio-maker beaaon—A radio transmitter of low
power emitting a characteristic airal signal to
indicate course positions with respect to a land-
ing field or an airway.
radio-range beaoon—A radio transmitter supply-
ing directive n$io waves that provide a means
of keeping an amcraft on its proper course.
runway Iooalizing beaoon—A small radio-rmge
beacon giving accurate lateral direction along
the runway of an airport or landing field and o
few miles beyond.
NOLDIINCLA’IWl-
radio loop-see LOOP, IMDIO.
radio mast-A mast attached to an aircraft which
mrvea w part of the radio-antenna structure.
rail, dook@-A rail or guide, installed on the landing
field and extending into the shed, which affords a
means for resisting the lateral pull of an airship’s
docking or handling lima.
rake, propeller-See PROPBLLERmum.
ram—The combination of tubes and springs mounted
in gimbals at the top of a mooring mast ta ease the
shock when the moor is made.
ra~The effect obt~ed when the air intake
to the engine is placed in the slipstream in such a
manner as to take advantage of the d.iiference in
velocity of this air intake and the slipstream, in
order to increase the pr~ure in the induction
system.
range, maximum”-The maximum distance a given
aircraft can cover under given conditions, by flying
at the economical speed and altitude at all stages of
the flight,
range at maximum speed—The maximum distance a
given aircraft can fly at full speed at the altitude for
maximum speed under given conditions.
rated horsepower of an engin-ee HORSEPOWEROF
ANENGINB,RATBD.
rate- of-olimb indioatohb instrument that indicates
the rate of ascent or descent of an aircraft.
reoovery, water+%e wmm EEcovERY.
referenoe area-The area used in the equations defin-
ing the coefficient of the air force acting upon a
body or the coe5cients of the components of the air
forco. This area is logicrdly or conveniently chosen
in diilerent manners for diHerent types of bodies.
regulator, fuel bypass-A device placed in the fuel line
of a supercharged engine for regulating the fuel
pressure in the carburetor float chamber so that it
will be a fixed amount above the carburetor air
pressure.
relative efflcienoy ofbiplane wings (stress analysis)-
The ratio of the normal load per square foot on the
upper wing to that on the lower.
relative wind-See wmm, Rmmrvm
renversemen%A maneuver consisting of a half roll
and a+half loop in the order named.
resistance derivatives-See DERIVATIVES,EESISTMCE.
retractable landing gear-See LANDrNGma, ruwmmw
ADLE.
Reynolds Numbe&A nondimensional coefficient used
as a measure of the dynamic scale of a flow. Its
Vz
usual form is the fraction p ~ in which p is the
density of the fluid, Vis the veloci~ of the fluid, 1is
a linear dimension of a body in the fluid, and p is the
coefficient of viscosity of the fluid (cf. scab eJec#).
rib, wing-See WINGRIH.
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rig:
(aerostat)-To attach and adjust the car, rudders,
valves, controIs, etc., of an airship, i.e., to erect.
(airplane)-To assemble, adjust, and dine the
parts of an airplane.
rigge+ne who rigs aircraft.
righting or restoring moment—A moment that tends
to restore an aircraft to its previous attitude after
any small rotational displacement.
rigid SirShip--$ee unmnr, nrmD.
ring, concentration:
airship concentration ring-A ring to which several
rigging lines are led from the envelope and horn
which one or more lima also lead to the car.
fkee-balloon concentration ring-A ring to which
are attached the ropes suspending the basket
and to which the net is also secured; some-
times called “load ring.”
ring, exhaust-aolleotor-see ~us%coLrmmoR ruNG.
ring oowling-A ring-shaped cowling placed around a
radial air-cooled engine to reduce its drag and
improve cooling.
rip oord—(1) The rope running from the rip pm.ielto
the car or basket, the pulling of which tears off or
rips the panel and causes immediate defiation of a “
balloon or a nonrigid airship. (See fig. 3.) (2)
The cord, together with the handle and fastening
pins, which, when pulled, releases a parachute from
its container.
roach—A heavy jet or vertical sheet of watar thrown
above the water surface behd a seaplane float.
roll-A maneuver in which a complete revolution
about the longitudinal axis is made, the horizontal
direction of flight being approximately maintained.
aileron roll-A roll in which the motion is largely
maintained by forces arising from the displace-
ment of the aileron (fig. 8).
outside roll-A roll executed while flying in the
negative angle-of-attack range.
snap roU—A roll executed by a quick movement
of the controls, in which the motion is hugely
maintained by .autorotational couples on the
wings (fig. 8).
roll-k angular displacement about an axis parallel
to the longitudinal axis of an aircraft. “
rolling-kugikir motion about the longitudinal axis
(fig. lo).
root, propeller-See PROPELLEEROOT.
Roots-me supercharger-see SUPmWmRGEEGRooTs-
TYPE.
rotor-The complete rotating portion of a rotary wing
system.
rotor plane-A form of aircraft whose support in t&e
air is chiefly derived from the vertical component
of the forca produced by rotating airfoils.
ruddefiA hinged or movable auxiliary airfoil on an
aircraft, the function of which is to impress a yawing
moment on the aircraft. (See figs. 3,4,5, and 6.)
_ _..--- . .. . . . . . . .-.. ——— —---- ~’”. . ..
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rudder angle+%e D-QLE, RUDDER. “
rudder b%’l%e foot bar by means of which the con-
trol cables leading to the rudder are operated.
(See fig. 5.)
rudder pedals-The foot pedals by means of which the
controls leading to the rudder am operated.
—An artiikial landing strip permitting therunway
landing and take-off of airplanes under all weather
conditions.
safety, faotor of—See FAeroR oF sAFwm.
sailplane-A performance-type glider.
scale effec%The change in any force coefficient, such
as the drag coei%ckmt, due to a change in the value
of Reynolds I!Jumber.
sohool, ground-A school in which instruction is given
to a student undergoing fight training.
SCOOp,Sir-See AIR SCOOP.
seaplane-An airplane dw.gned to rise from and alight
on the water.
semirigid airship-See MRSmP, SEAURIGID.
separation-The phenomenon in which the flow past
a body placed in a moving stream of fluid separates
from the surface of the body.
separation point-The point at which the separation
of the boundary layer begins.
service cefig-See cErrMm,SERVICE.
servo control-See coNmioL, sERYo.
sesquiplane-A form of biplane in which the area of
one wing is less than half the area of the other.
shaft :
climbing shaft-A shaft, fitted with a ladder,
which leads from the bottom to the top of an
airship hull to provide accem to the upper
portion. (See fig. 4.)
gas shaft-A passageway between the gas cells
of an airship to permit the escape of gas which
has been discharged from the cells.
shed, airship-see DOCK.
shipboard plane-A landphme designed to rise from
and alight on the deck of a ship.
side direction (stress anaIysis)-The direction perpen-
dicular to tlm plane of symmetry.
side force or component (stress analysis)-A force,
or comFonent, perpendicular to the plane of
symmetry.
sideslipping-Motion of an aircraft relative to the air,
in which the literal axis is inclined and the air-
plane has a wlocity compcment along the lateral
axis. When it occurs in comection with a turn,
it is the opposite of skidding. (See fig. 11.)
Signal fiiU=ee PLARE, SIGNAL.
sinkingspeed—Tho v~”cal downward component of
velocity that an aircraft would have while descend-
ing in still air under given conditions of equilibrium.
skid, tail+ee TAILSItID.
skid, wing-See WINGsmn.
Jridding-sliding sidewise away from the center of
curvature when turning. It is caused by banking
insuiiiciently, and.is the opposite of m.ddipping.
skid fin-A longitudinal vertical surface, usually
placed above the upper ~ to increase the lateral
stability.
3kin friction-The tangential component of the fluid
force at a point on a surface.
3ky writing-The act of emitting horn an aircraft a
trail of smoke or other visible substance, the flight
of the aircraft being so directed as to cause the
trail to assume the form of lettem or symbols.
slat-A movable auxiliary airfoil, attached to the
leading edge of n wing, which when closed falls
within the original contour of the main wing and .
which when opened forms n slot. (See fig. 1.)
sleeve:
deflation sleeve-(1) A sleeve ?r appendi.. made
of fabric provided for the special purpose of
facilitating the deflation of an aerostnt. (2)
The sleeve or appendix fitted in the lower lobe
of a kite balloon and used to permit the rapid
escape of the air in the lobes when the balloon
is hauled down.
inflation sleeve-A tubular fabric attachment to
an envelope or gas bag, serving as n lead for
the intlation tube. (See figs. 3 and 4.)
towing sleeve-A tubular fabric enmlope towed
by an aircraft and used as a tnrget.
slip-The dMerence between the geometrical pitch
and the effective pitch of a propeller. Slip may be
espressed as a percentage of the mean geometrical
pitch, or as a linear dimension.
slip funation-The ratio of the speed of advance
through the u+sturbed air to the product of the
propeller diameter and the number of revolutions
per unit time; i.e., V/nD.
slipstream-The current of air driven astem by a
propeller.
slot-The nozzh+shaped passage through a wing whose
primary object is to improve the flow conditions at
high angles of attack. It is usually near the leading
edge and formed by a main and an auxiliary airfoil,
or 8~. (See fig. 1.) (~. 8bt.)
shitted aileron-See AmEEON,SLO~D.
soar-To fly without engine power and without loss
of altitude, as does a glider in ascending air currents.
solidi~-The ratio of the total blade area of a rotor
to the area of the disk swept by the blades.
sounding balloon-See BALLOON,SOUNDING.
span—The maximum distance, measured parallel to
the lateral axis, from tip to tip of an airfoil, of an
airplane wing inclusive of ailerons, or of a stabihzer
inclusive of elevator. (See fig. 6.)
effective span-The true span of a wing leas
corrections for tip Iosa.
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spar, wing-See wrNGSPU.
speed:
air speed~e n SPBBD.
get-away speed—The air speed at tihich a sea-
plane becomes entirely sir-borne.
ground speed—The horizontal component of the
velocity of an aircraft relative to the ground.
hump speed—The speed of a seaplane during
take-off at which the float resistance reachea a
maximum.
landing speed—The minimum speed of an airplane
at the instant of contact with the landing area
in a normal landing.
minimum flying speed—The lowest steady speed
that can be maintained, with any. throttle
setting whatsoever, by an airplane in level
tlight at an altitude above the ground greater
than the span of the wings.
operating speed—The speed in level flight cor-
responding to 87.6 percent of the rated speed
of the engine.
pitch speed—The product of the mean geometri-
cal pitch and the number of revolutions of the
propeller in unit time.
rated engine speed—The rotative speed of an
engine at which iti reliability has been deter-
mined for continuous performance.
sinking speed-See snwrnm SPEED.
slip speed (supercharger>The supercharger
speed necessary to maintain a given pressure
difference between intake and discharge when
there is no air delivery. .
stalling speed—The speed of an airplane in steady
flight at its mtium coefficient of lift.
take-off speed—The air speed at which an air-
plane becomes entirely air-borne.
terminal speed-See vmLocmr, TERhUN.&
spix-A maneuver in which an airplane descends along
a helical path of large pitch and small radius while
flying at a mean angle of attack greatar than the
angle of attack at maximum lift (cf. spired).
flat spin-A spin in which the longitudinal axis
is less than 45° from the horizontal.
inverted spin-A maneuver having the character-
istics of a normal spin except that the airplane
is in an inverted attitude.
normal spin-A spin which is continued by reason
of the voluntary position of the control surfaces,
recovery from which can be effected within t’wo
turns by neutralizing or reversing all the con-
trols. Sometimes called ~’controlled spin”
(fig. 8).
uncontrolled spin-A spin in which the controls
are of little or no use in effecting a recovary.
spinne*A fairing of approximately conical or para-
boloidal shape, which is fitted coaxially with the
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propeller hub and
fig.-5.)
spiral-A maneuver
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revolves with the propeller. (See
in which an airplane descends in
a helix of small pitch and large radius, the angle of
attack being within the normal range of flight angles
(fig. 8) (cf. spin).
split 8-A maneuver consisting of a half snap roll fol-
lowed by a pull-out to normal flight, thus obtaining
a 180° change in direction accompanied by a loss of
. altitude (fig. 8).
spoiler-A small plate arranged to project above the
upper surface of a wing to disturb the smooth air
flow, with consequent loss of lift and increase of drag.
(See fig. 1.) (Cf. infemeptor.)
squa+A downward, or negative, displacement of the
center of gravity of a seaplane while running on the
water.
spray strip-A strip projecting from the hull of a sea-
plane to change the manner in which the spray is
thrown.
sponson—A protuberance from a seaplane hulldesigned
to increase the beam or give lateral stability at rest.
stability-That property of a body which causes it,
when its equilibrium is disturbed, to develop forces
or moments tending to restore the original condition.
automatic stability-Stability dependent upon
movable control surfaces automatically operated
by mechanical means.
directional stability-Stability with reference to
disturbances about the normal axis of an air-
craft, i.e.; disturbances which tend to cause
yawing.
dynamic stabili&-That property of an aircraft
which causes it, when its state of steady flight
is disturbed,. ta damp the oscillations set up by
the restoring forces and moments and gradually
return to its original state.
inherent stabili~-%ability of an aircraft due
solely to the disposition and arrangement of its
fixed parts; i.e., that property which causes it,
whemdiatu.rbed,to return to its normal attitude
of flight without the use of the controls or the
interposition of any mechanical device,
lateral stabili~-stability with reference to dis-
turbances about the longitudinal axis; i.e., dis-
turbancesinvolving rolling or aideslippiug. The
term lateral stabiLity is sometimes used to in-
clude both directional and lateral stability, since
these cannot be entirely separated in flight.
longitudinal stability+tability with reference to
disturbances in the plane of symmetry, i.e.,
disturbances involving pitching and variation
of the longitudinal and normal velocities.
static stabili~-That property of an aircraft
which causes it, when its state of steady flight
is disturbed, to develop forces and moments
tending ta restore its original condition.
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stabilizer (airplane)-Any airfoil whose primary func-
tion is to increase the stability of an aircraft. It
usually refem to the Iixed horizontal tail surface of
an airplane, as distinguished from the tied vertical
surface. (See fig. 5.)
stabilizer (aerostat)+%me as FRT.
stabilizer, stub-tig-A projection hum the side of
the central hull of a flying boat intended to incrwe
the buoyancy and stability of a flying boat while the
boat is at rest and to increase the hydrodynamic lift
during the take-off. It is an integral part of the
hull, and usually takea the form of a.stumpy airfoil
or a stub wing.
stagger-A term referring to the longitudinal position
of the axes of two wings of an airplane. Stagger of
any section is measured by the acute angle between
a line joining the wing axes and a line perpendicular
to the upper wing chord, both lines lying in a plane
parallel to the plane of symmetry. The stagger is
positive when the upper wing is in advance of the
lower. (See fig. 5.)
stall-The condition of an airfoil or airplane in which
it is operating at an angle of attack greater than the
angle of attack of maximum lift.
std.ing speed+ee SPEED,STALLmG.
standard atmosphere-See ATWOSP~RE,STANDARD.
statio oeiling+%e cmmmj sTAmc.
statia pressure-The force per unit area exerted by a
fluid on a surface at rest relative to the fluid.
static stabili~-see sT&emrTY,STATIC.
static tube-A cylindrical tube with a closed ond and a
number of small openings normal to i+e ti,
pointed upstream, used to measure static pressure.
StfLtiOn,airShi+e AIRSEtPSTATION.
step-A break in the form of the bottom of a float or
hull, designed to diminish resistmce, h lessen the
suction effects, and to improve control over longi-
tudinal attitude.
stern- droop-A deformation of an airship in which its
longitudinal axis bends downward at the after end.
sternheavy-The condition in which, in normal flight,
the after end of an airship tends to sink and which
requires correction by means of the horizontal con-
trols. It may be due to either aerodynamic or
static conditions, or to both (cf. lmzuhem.y).
stern-weighing devioe-An instrument located near
the stern of an airship for mwmwing its buoyancy
(cf. bouwwighing tie).
stiffener, bow—A rigid member attached to the bow
of a nonrigid or semirigid envelope to reinforce it
against the pressure caused by the motion of the
airship. (See figs. 3 and 4.)
sting-A light rod attached to and extending backward
from a body for convenience of mounting when
testing in a wind tunnel.
streamline-The path of a particle of a fluid, sup-
posedly continuous, commonly taken relative to a
solid body past which the fluid is moving; generally
used only of such flows as are not eddying.
streamline flow-See mow, smzmmmmm
streamline form—The form of a body so shaped that
the flow about it tends to be a streamline flow.
stresses, breathing-strwses produced in au aerostat
by breathing. They are of importance in the enve-
lope and keel of a semirigid airship, due to the
interaction of the envelope and keel when the
envelope breathes.
strut-A compression member of a truss frame. (See
@. 5.)
oleo strut-A shock-absorbing telescopic strut in
which an oleo gear is incorporated.
stub plane-See STABILIZER,STUB-WING.
sun compass+ee cobfrAss, smr.
supercharge-To supply an engine with more air or
mixture than would be inducted normally at the
prevailing atmospheric pressure. The term super-
charged is generally used to refer to conditions at
altitudes where the pressure in the intake manifold
is partly or completely restored to that existing
under normal operation at sea level (cf. boost).
superchargo*A pump for supplying the engine with a
greater weight of air or mixture than would normally
be inducted at the prevailing atmospheric pressure.
centrifugal-type supercharger—A high-speed ro-
tary blower equipped with one or more multi-
blade impellem which, through centrifugal
action, compress the air or mixture in the induc-
tion system.
positive-driven-~pe supercharger — A super-
charger driven at a fixed speed ratio from the
engke shaft by gears or other positive means.
reciprocating-type-supercharger-A positive-dis-
placement reciprocating pump in which the air
or mixture is compressed by a piston working in
a cylinder.
Iioots-~e superohmger-A positiv~diaplace-
ment rotary blower consisting of two doubl~
lobed impellers turning in opposite directions on
parallel shafts within a housing, the impellers
rolling together except for a small clearance,
meamvbile alternately trapping incoming air or
mixture in the ends of the housing and sweeping
it through to the outlet.
vane-me supercharger-A positivdisplacement
rotary blower having an eccentrically locatod
rotor provided with one or more vanes.
mpercharger oontrol: bypassing (Roots)-Regulating
the pressure of the air supplied to the carburetor by
discharging into the free atmosphere the excess
delivered by the supercharger.
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superheat—The amount by which the temperature of
the gas in the envelope or gas cells of an aerostat
exceeds the temperature of the surrounding air. If
the gas has a lower temperature, the superheat is said
to be negative.
superpressure-The excess of pressure at the bottom
of an airship gas cell or envelope over the outside
atmospheric pressure.
suspension band+ee BAND,SUSPZINSION.
suspension bar (or ring)-A bar to which the suspen-
sion ropes of the balloon basket are secured. It is
also fitted with ropes and toggles for attachment
to the basket suspmsions horn the envelope or net;
also called” trapeze bar.”
suspension, baske&The suspensionby means.ofwhich
the basket of a kite balloon is supported beneath the
balloon body proper. It is independent of the winch
suspension.
suspension, winoh-The rigging by means of which the
lift and drag of a kite balloon are transmitted from
the envelope to the towing or traction cable.
sweepbaok—The acute angle between a line perpen-
dicular to the plane of symmetry and the plan pro-
jection of a reference line in the wing. (See fig. 5.)
tab-An auxiliary airfoil attached to a control surface
for the purpose of reducing the control force or
trimming the aircraft.
tachometer-An instrument that measures in revolu-
tions per minute the rate at which the crankshaft
of an engine turns.
tail, airplane-The rear part of an airplane, usually
consisting of a group of stabilizing planes, or h,
to which are attached certain controlling surfaces
such as elevators and rudders; also called “em-
pennage.”
tail area+%e AREA,~UREmNT OF.
tail boom—A spar or outrigger connecting the tail sur-
faces and the main supporting surfacea.
taildrag-A movable or variable weight suspended
from the after part of an airship moored to a mast,
to aid in restrtig the .verticsJ and lateral motions
of the stern of the airship.
tailheavy-’l%e condition of an airplane in which the
tail tends to sink when the longitudinal control is
released in any given attitude of normal flight (cf.
n.meheavy).
tail skid-A skid for supporting the tail of m airplane
on the ground. (See fig. 5.)
tailless airplane-See flEPLmm, mmLEss.
tail slide-Rearward motion, relutive to the air, of au
aircraft in flight.
tail surfaoe-A stabilizing or control surface in the tail
of an aircraft.
tail wheel-See wmmL, TAIL.
take-off-The act of beginning flight in which an air-
plane is accelerated from a state of mat to that of
normal flight. In a more restricted sense, the lid
breaking of contact with the land or water.
take-off distance-The &tince in which an airplane
will finally break contact with the land or water,
starting from zero speed. Take-off &tance b con-
sidered in a calm or at a specified wind veloci~.
tank, seaplane-b elongated tank filled with water
through which models of seaplane floata, boat hulls,
hydrovanes, etc., are towed, and the forces and
moments on the model are measured.
tank, s&vice-A fixed fuel tank near each power unit,
idto which fuel horn other tanks is pumped and from
which the fuel supplying the engine is drawn.
taper in plan only-A gradual change (usually a
decreme) in the chord length along the wing span
from the root to the tip, with the wing sections
remtig geometrically similar.
taper in thickness ratio only-A gradual change in the
thicbmss ratio along the wing span with the chord
remaining constant.
taxi-To operate an airplane under its own power,
either on land or on water, except as necessarily
involved in take-off or landing.
taxiway-A specially prepmed area over which air-
planes may taxi to and horn the landing area of a
landing field.
tee, wind-See WrNDTEE.
terminal velocity-see vELocmw, mmamrm.
test ohamber+3ee EXPE~NT cH.wBmz.
thiokness ratio-The ratio of the maximum thiclmesa
of an airfoil section to its chord.
three-point landing+ee LANDING,mEE-POINT.
thrust, effective propeller-See PROPELLERmusT,
BFFE~ll.
thrust, propeller-See mom- mmmsT.
thrust, static propeller-See PRoPmmm TKRUST,
STATIC.
tip radius (or propeller radius)-The distance of the
outermost point of a propeller blade from the axis of
rotation.
torque stand—A test stand on which the engine torque
is measured.
towing sleeve-See SLEEVE,TOwING.
tractor airplane+% mP~, TR.AcmoE.
traflio-control projeotor-A projector designed to give
light signrdsto an aircraft pilot.
trailing edge-The rearmost edge of an airfoil or of a
propeller blade. “
trail rope-See DRAGROPE.
trajectory band+ee BAND,TRAJECXCOFLY.
transition strip-A section of we landing area adjacent
to a runway or other hard-surfaced area, constructed
of crushed stone, or other suitable material, properly
bound, to insure the safe landing and taxying of air-
plane9 acroa9such a runway or area in any direction.
transverse:
intermediate transverse-An” open unbraced
transverse ihrne of a rigid airship between two
main or braced transveme frames.
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transverse-continued.
main transverse-One of the main transverse
strengthening hrnes of a rigid airship provided
with wire or girder bracing and spaced at regular
intervals throughout the length of the airship.
trim:
(airphme) &n-The attitude with respect to
wind rmesat which balance occurs in rectilinear
flight with free controls.
(airship) trim~’lhe attitude of the longitudinal
axis of an airshipwith respect to the horizontal
(seapkme) trim-The angle with the horizontal
surface of the water assumed by the float or
hull under given conditions.
trimming moment—The moment about a reference
point, usually the center of gravity, exerted by the
seapkmehull or float when heId at a’fied trim angle.
It is considered positive when the bow tends to rise.
tunnel, water-see wAmm mnrmm.
tunnel, wind-See WINDTUNNEL.
turbulent flow+%e FLOW,TURBULENT.
turn, Iromelmsm-see IamEmMN TURN.
turn-and-bank indioator-An instrument combining in
one case a turn indicator and a lateral inclinometer.
turn indioator-An instrument for indicating the ex-
istence and approximate magnitude of angular veloc-
ity about the normal axis of an aircraft.
turnmeter-An instrument that measures the rate of
turn of an aircraft about any predetermined axis.
ultimate load-See LOAD,UL~TE.
undercarriage-see LANDINGmmn.
undock-To remove an ai.mhipfrom its dock.
useful load-See LOAD,USDFUL.
valve-To release air”or supporting gas from an aero-
stat into the atmosphere.
valve:
automatio valve-(1) A spring-loaded relief valve
fitted to the envelope, ballonet, or gas cell
of an aerostat and set to open at a predeter-
mined pressure for the purpose of preventing
excessive internal pressure. (See figs. 4 and 6.)
(2) A type of valve, used on some aerostmk,
which opens at a predetermined volume or hull
dimension.
maneuvering valve-A manually operated valve
fitted to the envelope, ballonet, or gas cell of an
mrostat for the purpose of releasing gas or air
from within the envelope or gas cell as desired.
valve petticoa+A special sleeve betwecin the valve
and gas container making it possible to tie off the
sleeve and change valves without loss of gas.
valve seal-A fabric cover used to seal the automatic
valvea of a rigid airship while it is docked.
vane-me supercharger-See summxz.maim, vANE-
TYPE.
velooity, terminal-The hypothetical maximum speed
that an airplane could attain along a specified
straight ffight path under given conditions of weight
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and propeller operation, if diving an unlimited dis-
tance in air of specided uniform density. If the
term is not qualified, a vertixd path angle, normal
gross weight, zero thrust, and standard sea-level air
densi~ are assumed.
vent:
fuel-tank vent-A small tube used to conduct sur-
plus fuel horn a fuel tank, overboard clear of
the airplane, and to equalize pressures.
oil-tank vent-A large tube used to conduct oiI
vapors from the engine to the oil tank.
parachute vent—A distendable opening in the
apex of the canopy of a parachuti designed to
relieve excess pressure and to stabilize the pnra-
chute in descent.
venturi tube (or venturi)-A short tube of varying cross
se&on. The flow through the venturi causes a
pressure drop in the smallest section, the amount of
the drop being a function of the velocity of flow.
visibili~-The greatest distance at which conspicuous
objects can be seen and identified.
Vohune, aerodynamic-See AERODYNAMICVOLUME,
volume, gas (airship)-The volume of the contained
gas (cf. Cizplzcity).
walkway girderdee GIRDER,WALKWAY.
warp-To change the form. of a wing by twisting it.
Warping was formerly used to perform the function
now performed by ailerons.
wash—The disturbance in the air produced by the
passage of an airfoil. Also called the “wake” in the
general cme for any solid body.
washin-A warp of an airplane wing giving an increase
of the angle of attack toward the tip,
washou&A warp of an airplanewing giving a decrease
of the angle of attack toward the tip.
water recovery-The process and the equipment used
on an airship for condensing and recovering the
water contained in the exhaust gases of internal-
combustion engines, in order to avoid the valving
of gas as the fuel is consumed.
water tunnel-A device similar to a wind tunnel, but
using water as the working fluid.
weight:
“dischargeable (or consumable) weight (airship)–
All weight that can be consumed or discharged
and still leave the airahipin safe operating con-
dition with a specified reserve of fuel, oil, water
ballast, and provisions, and with the normal
crew.
empty weight-The structure, power plant, and
fixed equipment of an aircraft. Included in
this iixed equipment are the water in the radi-
ator and cooling system, all essential instru-
ments and furnishings, tied electric wiring for
lighting, heating, etc. In the case of an aero-
stat, it also includes the amount of ballast that
must be carried to assist in making a safe
hlmiing.
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weight-continued.
fixed weight (airship)-The weight of the ma-
chinery and all equipment and parts that are
fixed in position and nonconsumable. Liquids in
the cooling systems of tho enginas axe included.
tied power plant weight for a given airplane
weigh&The weight of the power plant and its
accessories, exclusive of fuel and oil and their
tanks.
gross weight (airplane)-The total weight of an
airplane when fully loaded. (Cf. Zoad,@Z)
net weight (stress analysis)-The gross weight,
less some specific partial weight. Very often
the partial weight is the dead weight of the
wings, but it may be the useful load. The par-
tial weight in question shotid always be clearly
indicated by the context.
wheel control-See comoL COLUMN.
wheel, tail-A wheel used to support the tail of an
airplane when on the ground. It may be steerable
or nonsteerable, fixed or swiveling.
wirmhsuspension+ee SUSPENSION,wrNcH.
wind oondee CONE,wn?D.
wind indioator-A device that indicates the direction
and velocity of the surface wind.
wind, relative-The velocity of the air with reference
to n body in it. It is usually determined from
measurements made at such a distance from the
body that the disturbing effect of the body upon
the air is negligible.
window, inspection-A small transparentwindow fitted
in the envelope of a balloon or airship, or in the
wing or fuselage of an airplane, to allow inspection
of the interior. (See figs. 3 and 5.)
wind tee-A large T-shaped weather vane located on
a landing field or on the top of an adjscent struc-
ture to indicate the direction of the wind. It may
have the form of an sirplane and may be illuminated
for night landings. Also called “landing tee.”
wind tunnel-b apparatus producing an artificial
wind or air stream, in which objects are placed for
investigating the air flow about them and the aero-
dymunic forces exerted on them (fig. 7).
-—A general term applied to the airfoil, or one of
the airfoils, designed to develop a major part of the
lift of a heavier-than-sir craft.
equivalent wing”(stress analyeis)-A wing of the
same span as the actual wing, but with the
chord at ench section reduced in proportion to
the ratio of the average beam load at that sec-
tion to the average beam load at the section
taken as the standard.
wing area-See AREA,MEMUREhrENTOF.
wing axis+ee AXIS,wrNG.
wingheavy, right or left-The condition of an airplane
whose right or left wing tends b sink when the
lateral control is released in any given attitude of
normal tlight.
wingloading-See LoADmf3,wnm.
wing-over-A maneuver in which the airplane is put
into a climbing turn until needy stalled, at which
point the nose is allowed to fall while continuing
the turn, then returned to normal flight horn the
ensuing dive or glide in a direction approximately
180° from that at the start of the evolution (fig. 8).
wing profile-The outline of a wing section.
wing rib-A chordwise member of the wing struc-
ture of an airplane, used to give the wing section
its form and to transmit the load from the fabric
to the spars.
compression wing rib-A heavy rib designed to
perform the function of an ordinary wing rib
and also to act as a strut o>posing the pull of
the wires in the internal drag truss.
former (or false) wing rib-An incomplete rib, “
frequently consisting only of a strip of wood ex-
tending horn the leading edge to the front spar,
which is used to assist in maintaining the form
of the wing where the curvature of the airfoil
section is sharpest. (See fig. 5.)
wing section-A cross section of a wing parallel tOthe
plane of symmetry or to a specified reference plane.
wing section, aerodynamic center of—see AERODY-
NAMICC~NTFJFi.
wing skid-A skid placed near the wing tip to protect
the wing from contact with the ground.
wing spa—A principal spanwise member of the wing
structure of an airplane. (see *. 5.)
wing tip-The outer end of an airplane wing.
wing-tip flare-See Fmrm, wmw+m.
wing-tip rake-A term referring to the shape of the
tip of the wing when the tip edge is sensibly straight
in plan but is not parallel to the plane of symmetry.
The amount of rake is me=ured by the acute angle
between the straight portion of the wing tip and the
plane of symmetry. The rake is positive when the
trailing edge is longer than the leading edge.
wire (airplane):
antidrag wire-A wire intended primarily to resist
the forces acting forward in the chord direction.
It is generally enclosed in the wing. (See fig. 5.)
drag wire-A wire intended primarily to resist
the forces acting backward in the chord direc-
tion. It is generally enclosed in the wing. (See
fig. 5.)
landing wire-A wire or cable which braces the
wing against the forcw opposih to the normal
direction of the lift. (See fig. 5.)
lift wire-A wire or cable which braces the
wings against the lift force; sometimes called
“flying wire. ” (See *. 5.)
stagger wire-A wire connecting the upper and
lower wings of an airplane md lying in a
plane substantially parallel to the plane of
symmetry; also called “incidence wire.” (See
fig. 5.)
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wire (airship):
antiflutter wire-A wire in the plane of the outer
cover for locil reinforcement and for reducing
flutter due to variations in air pressure or pro-
peller wash.
chord wire-A wire joining the vertices of a main
transverse frame.
diametral wire-A chord wim that passes through
or near the center of a main transverse frame.
It is usually attached to the axial fitting.
fairing wire-A wire provided as a point of attach-
ment for the outer cover to maintain the con-
tour lines of the envelope of an airahip.
main shear wire-A diagonal wire taking up main
shear loads in the structure of a rigid airship.
netting wire-Diagonal or circumferential wire
netting fitted between the longitudinal over
the entire hull of a rigid airship to transmit the
lift of the gas cells to the structure.
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wire-continued.
radial wire-A wire that extends from an axial
fitting at the center of a transverse frame of a
rigid airship to one of the vertices of the frame.
seoondary shear wire-An additiomd reinforcing
shear wire.
yaw—An angidm displacement about an axis parallel
to the normal & of an aircraft.
ya~—Angular motion about the normal axis (fig.
13.)
yaw line-See mm, YAw.
yawmeter-h instrument that mmsurea the angle of
yaw of an aircraft.
zero-lift angle-See uGLE, zEEo-rmrr.
zoom—To climb for a short time at an angle greater
than the normal climbing angle, the airplane being
carried upward at the expense of kinetic energy.
w,
9,
m,
I,
A
s,
s.,
Q,
b,
a,
b’—2s
v,
%
L,
D,
DO,
Di,
D,,
o,
B,
AERONAUTIC SYMBOLS
1.FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS
.
Metriu Englieh
Symbol
unit Abbrevia- Unit Abbrevia-tion tion
Length------- 1 meter------------------
Thne------.-_
m foot (ormile)--------- ft. (ormi.)
eond----_------------
Force--------- ;
second(or hour)-------
weightofl kilo______ k8g
sm. (orhr.)
weightof l pound----- Ib.
Power-------- P horsepomr(metrfo)------ ---ci-G--- horsepower----------- hp.
speed--------- v r
omehmperhour------ . . milesperhour-------- m.p.h.
meterspersecond------- m.p.s. feetperseoond-------- f.p.s.
2. GENERALSYMBOLS
Weight =mg Kinematic viscosity
Standard acceleration of gravity =9.80665 ~ Density (mass per unit volume)
m/sg or 32.1740 ft./aec.= Standard dmsi~ of dry air, 0.12497 kg-m+sz at
Ma.+
15° C. and 760 mm; or 0.002378 lb.-ft.+sec.z
Speo& weight of “standard” air, 1.2255 kg/ma or
Moment of inertia=ti. @dioate ti of 0.07651 lb./cu.ft.
radiua of gyration k by proper subscript.)
Coefficient of viscosity
3. AERODYN-4MICSYMBOLS
Area
Area of wing
Gap
span ,
Chord
Aspect ratio
True air speed
Dynamic pressure=~~~
Lift, absolute coefficient QL- L
q@
Drag, absolute coefficient OD= D
q@’
DoProfle drag, absolute coefficient c~, = ~T
Induced drag, absolute coefficient ~~, - D,
~
DParssite dra& absolute coefficient CID,- —P
qs
Cross-wind force, absolute coei3icient 0=-$
Resultant force
L,
&
Q,
Q,
mp~
c,,
a,
‘%
%
ai,
%)
‘Y>
Angle of setting of wings (relative to thrust
%0)
Angle of stabfier
line)
Resultant moment
Rcaultant angular
setting (relative to thrust
mloci~
Reynolds Number, where 1is a linear dimension
(e.g., for a model airfoil 3 in. chord, 100
m.p.h. nornd prwwre at 15° G., the cor-
responding number is 234,000; or for a model
of 10 cm chord, 40 m.p.s. the correspon&ng
number is 274,000)
C8nter-of-prexmre coefficient (ratio of distance
of c.p. from leading edge to chord length)
Angle of attack
Angle of downwash
Angle of attack, infinite aspeot ratio
Angle of attack, induced
Angle of attack, absolute (measured from zero-
Iift position)
I’light-path angle
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“\ /=
‘+
z“
Positivedirectionsof asesandangles(foreaaandmoments)areshownby aITOWS
* $%
Deaigpation bol symbol
Longitudinal--- X x
LateraL------- Y
Normal-------- z z
1 f I
Absolute coefficients of moment
cl=~ cm” $8
(rolling) (pitching)
D,
P,
p/D,
v’,
v*,
T,
Q,
Momentabouth
Designation?b~- Porntivedirection
Rouing---- L Y—z
Pitching---- M
Yawing____-N Y-:
Angle Velocities
I I
Linear
‘*- ‘E- n%?%%g ‘*
axia)
RolL---- + u P
Pitoh---- 0 “v q
Yaw----- $ w r
Angle of set of control surface (relative to neutrrd
C.=$
position), & &d.icate surface by proper subscript.)
(yawing)
Diameter
Geometric pitch
Pitch ratio
Ihfiow velocity
Slipstream velocity
Th&t, absolute COef6Ci~t CT=~~
Q Q, ()Effective helix angle= tan-l &Torque, absolute coefbient 6’Q = ~
4.PROPELLER SYMBOLS
l?, Power, absolutecoefficientCP ‘~~ .
c,,
d
6 pTSpeed-power coefficient= ~
73 Efficiency
T n, Revolutions per second, r.p.s.
& NUMERICAL RELAmoNs
1 hp. = 76.04 kg-m/s= 550 ft-lb.[see. 1 lb. =0.4536 kg
1 metric horsepower= 1.0132 hp. 1 kg=2.2046 lb.
1 m.p.h.-0.4470 m.p.s. 1 mi. = 1,609.35 m= 5,280 ft.
1 m.p.s. =2.2369 mph 1 m=3.2808 ft.
NOMJ3NCL4’I’UREI
~ Interceptor
Slof .
/<—~
.
Moin wing .- “- ,%
...
Sloff
-.
-... . .
Wi~ ~i “ -.+. .. -,
in fercep or, and .sMfed aileron.
. ..
‘., ‘..
>xis “:;:%
G
of
rofafian
;
k=,.
L--
Mng equfpped wifh spoiler and Frise aileron
FJOUEE1,—~~~rdp~ with - control devlcw
.
A, alr PIPE to ballonet
B, air SCOOP
C, alr valve
D, balanced surface
E, ballonet
F, ballonet manhole
G, ballonet seam
H, ballonet vafve cord
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d\
1 4 1
,. I
‘-- L coding edge
1
Trailing edge ‘-i
4
ale, upper camber d, mean line of the alrfoll profile
6/., lower camber c-44, aerodynamic canter (quarter-
rqlc, mean camber chord point)
c, chord length ~, profile thlcknew
FIGURE 2.—DImensIens of an akfoll pmffle.
1, bow cap and stiffeners
J, car
K, drag rope stowage
L, elevator (balanced)
M, elevator controls
N, elevator-control falrlead
O, envelope
P, fin, vertlcel
FlouaE 3.-
Q, fin, horizontal
R, gas manhole
S, gas valve
T, hand rail
U, handllng lines
V, hom (redder, elevator)
W, inflation sleeve
X, InspectIon window
-Anmrfgid 8fISbip.
l-f A’
B
I c
Y, mertlngeles
Z, mewing line
A’, rlp cord
B’, rlp panel
C’, rudder (balancad)
D’, rudder conbols
E’, auspenslon wlnx, car
F’, valve centrols
w
A, alr duct N, mntrol cablea Z, mooring line
B, elr valve O, drag rope (stowage) A’, obsewatlon platform
C, automatlo and manual valve (gee) P, elevator (balanced) B’, outer cever
D, axial auspenslon band Q, fin (horizontal)
E, balanced surface
C’, pneumatic bumper b&
R, fln (veticd) D’, radiator
F, ballaat (water) S, gas cell E’, rudder (balanced)
G, ballonet T, gaeollne tank
H, ballonet blower
F’, suspension vdrea
U, gland
1, bov/ CEp
G’, tmrmveree dlaphregrn
V, handllng lines H’, valve heed
J, bow atlffenere W, Inflation sleeve l’, ventilator
K, car (contil and power) X, keel, continuous fmm bow to stern J’, wall of gas cell under partial de. V
L catenaty (articulated) flatlon
M, ollmblng shaft Y, Iongltudlnal diaphragm
/G
v
FmrJEB4.-Asamirigldafrsldp.
4070~l “
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—
.
FI_ 5.—ArI @lane.
&Stern v/ew
A, automatic gas valve
B, bowoap
C,oapteln% cabin and offloere’ quar-
tera
D, cargo
E, chord wlras
..R
“s
F, control car L gang plank R, king post
G, orew’a quartere M, gaa oell S, king.watbrace
H, elevator N, ga8-cell nefflng T, Iongltudlnal
1, ernergenoy ballast O, hand-operated gae valvea U, main frame
J, field handllrvz frame P, horizontal fin (or steblllzer) V, mooring oone
X, ordinary balleet
Y. outer oover
D’, rudder
E’. ahear wlrea
Z, pneumatio bumper bag F’; trunk for esoape of ga8 from auto.
A’, prov1810na matlo valves
B’, powar car G.*. Uertlnnl fln
K, fuel - Q; intermediate frames W, mooting-cone outrigger C’, raaerve 011
- , .-, -.--,
F213w 6.—A zisid fdMhfP,
balance and model suppdrt Q, motor
B, entrance cone H, propeller
C, exit cone [, return passage
D, guide vanes J, 810te
E, honeycomb K, atatlo plate
F, model
Fzomm7,-Dlagrazaof a wind tunnel.
——. — ——- ..— ___
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A, a wing.over
B, a snap roll
C, a chandelle
D, M al[eron roll
E, a split S
Harrm 8.-Af@erm rnenenvem.
F, an Immelman turn
G, a 8pimt
H, a normal spin
1, a normal loop
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A, engle of attack F, drag axis
B, canter of gravity G, fllght path
C, ranter of pressure H, Iw dynamlo
D,dlrecfJon of relative wind 1, posltlve lift axis
E, drae J, resultant force
FIaurm 9.—Liftend drag=
B
%
.—
+
D
A,mgle of roll C, lateral axis
B, e.g.and Iongltudlnal axis D, posltlve direction of roll
Ram lo.—RoDJng.
. . .
./’! ‘,
(IJ &---I 1
I I
I
A, angle of sldesllp D, dlractlon of motion of aircraft
B, c-sntar of gravity & Iongltudhral axis
C, CC, and normal exls
A, an~eof pitch D, Iongftudlrml m%ls
B, .$.& and Iateml EC& E, poaltive direction of pitch
C, dlrectlon of relative wind F, propeller thrust
~amm lz.-Pitcldng.
4-’.
A, CK. and normal axis C, Iongltudhral axfa
B, dlractlon of relative wind D, Pa. Ntlve dlractfon of yaw
Fmum lS.-Yawhrg.
o
